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You Can
Help!

Lt. Governor Brogan Announces Increase In Moniroty
Enrollment In State University System
TAMPA - Lt. Governor
Frank Brogan announced that
in the second year of One

means for admitting students.”

versity system-an increase of
5% over last year's entering

The Lt. Governor and Sec

class. As a percent of the total

enrollment remained strong in

entering class, minority enroll

retary Home highlighted the
success of the University of
South Florida as an example.

Florida’s university system.

ment was 36.7%, up from last

At USF, the number of enter

Tlie Lt. Governor was joined

ing African Americans grew
by 144 students, an increaseof

Home and University of South

year.
“We are proud of the con
tinuing success of the One

Florida President Judy Gen-

Florida initiative,” said Lt.

shaft for the announcement on
the campus of the University

Governor Frank Brogan. “In

of South Florida (USF).

light of recent federal court
decisions and because of the

enrollment

way our universities have

figures provided by Florida’s
11 public universities and the

aggressively sought alterna

Office of the Secretary of Edu

we feel that Florida is in better

cation indicate that an addi

shape to maintain its commit
ment to diversity in higher
education while providing a

Preliminary

tional 577 African-American,
Hispanic Asian and Native

A Credit Plan FOr You!

fair, legal and color-blind

students have entered the uni

Florida’s application to under
graduate programs, minority

by Secretary of Education Jim

Lt Governor Brogan

American first-time-in-eollege

tives to race-based admissions,

30%. In addition, the number
of entering Hispanic students
grew by 80, an increase.of
21%.
“Though stepped-up re
cruiting and outreach efforts,
our universities are demon
strating they can increase di
versity without race-based
preferences,” said Secretary

work in implementing this ini
tiative. In my role as Secretary

by Florence Williams Ray

I am making it a priority to
work with school superinten

ers of Marion County are col

payable to the September 11th

lecting money for the families
of rescue workers who were

Fund.

dents to ensure that even more
students are prepared for high
er education, leading to greater
opportunities for students in
the future.”
Among the other notable
enrollment facts:
• The number of African'American students increased

injured or lost their lives
because of the attack on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon.

6 MONTHS SAME AS CASH!
ESTABLISHED 1904

Checks should be made
Donations

will

be

accepted tluough Sept. 23rd at
any Marion County Fire/Rescue Station^-Iri addition, a boot drive, in
which people place money in

Tlie fund, known as the
September I lth Fund, will

firefighter boots on roads, will

benefit firefighters, police, and

in the morning and lasting until

be held Sept. 22nd beginning

emergency workers in New 5pm.

or held steady at 8 of 10 uni
versities (New College’s
admissions data from previous
years was incorporated in
USF’s figures). The number of
Hispanic students increased or

Home. “I commend the uni

held steady at every university

versity presidents for their hard

Please see pg. 6

YOU can make
a difference!
Help support
our paper by
j patronizing our
advertisers!

NEWS
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Committee Makes Final Plans For
20th Anniversary Celebration —
ST. PETERSBURG - In
recognition of 20 years of ser
vice, citizens from the commu
nity, along with Enoch Davis
Center Director Lynette Bu
chanan, are making final plans
for the Center’s 20th Anniversaiy Celebration.
The community’s first
Enoch Davis celebration oc
curred on September 13,1981,
when the City and the Module
16 Committee officially dedi
cated the Center, an 18,000 sq.
ft. $1.6 million project at 111 i
18th Avenue S. The Module
16 Committee looked at the
building as a catalyst to bright
en up the area.
Today dozens of agencies
and human seivices providers

Awards Program and Business
Women's Showcase.

food and dancing. All youth

The closing activities will

and youth-serving organiza

/ Calling all youth to join in

tions are invited to display their

take place on Sunday, Septem
ber 23rd, from 2-6pm. Come

place “Where Families Come

the Celebration! On Saturday,

First”.
The Celebration will begin

September 22nd, from 10am-

information during this event.
The Precious Jewels of the Na

take a walk down memory
lane as you view and review

4pm, the youth will join in the
Celebration. TASCO D.J. will

tional Council of Negro Wo

photos of our past during the

men will serve as hostess and

from 6-9pm with the Resource

play your favorite music.

facilitators. For a table you

Anniversary Celebration fi
nale. The afternoon will in

Center for Women’s 10th An

There will be singing, STEP

nual

Shows and, of course, lots of

must contact the Center at 8937134.

make the Enoch D. Davis

Luncheon With Mayor Held To
Address Community Concerns
bv Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG - It
was a cordially pleasant setting
at the beautiful home of Mar
garet Gilliam last Thursday
where a group of cleigy and
community representatives
joined Mayor Rick Baker and
Deputy Mayor of Neighbor
hood Services, Mike Dove for

together for the sake of letting
the Mayor know they appreci

thought he possessed outstand

where we’d all be happy see

ing ‘people’ skills. They also

ing it. Pulling them away from

ated his efforts and hard work

wanted to offer their assistance
in helping to take the city just

such a wonderful meal was a
Please see pg. 6

these past five months, and

USF St. Petersburg Adds
Government Relations
Specialist/Minority Recruiter

Monticello Campbell, Lynette Buchanan, Elder Jasper Hardy
and Barbara Bolden

Center their home and thus
help to make the Center a

on Friday, September 21st

Tribute

to

Women

clude a short program and a
brief ceremony with a re-com
mitment exercise.

What My Children Need To Know
upon when times get troubling. It is the historical foun

by Edwin H. Moore
The sun shone brightly this morning and the dawn

dations we have at our disposals to shape our culture

a quaint luncheon oiganized

ST. PETERSBURG -

of a new day could easily lead us into a false sense that

and to serve as guideposts for action when action is

by Dr. David T. Welch of

Deveron Gibbons has been

all is right with the world, but today we know fully that

needed and reflection when that is needed too. It is for

Welch Tax and Accounting.

named special assistant to

there is much wrong that our country needs to make

ever morning in America, and we remain determined to

The luncheon, according to

Bill Heller, campus execu
tive officer of the Univer

right.
The images of Sept. 1 lth are seared upon our minds,

be the shining city on the hill.

Welch, would help to collabo
ratively engage others in a dia

sity of South Florida St.

forever indelible. These same images have been seen by

logue to address various areas
of concern and to find out how

Petersburg. Gibbons, 28",
will focus on minority and

my children, four of them, brought up to love America
and to understand they are the lucky ones-they who

fect, but we strive to be and perhaps that is what bothers
so many who do not understand our culture. Each of us

they could be of greater assis

governmental affairs.

won the birth lottery and the eternal privilege of being

tance to the Mayor.

I have taught my children that, no, we are not per

face obstacles in our lives. But not one of us are ever
blocked from working hard, pursuing a dream or
becoming all that we freely choose to be within our

No stranger to politics,

born to a nation under God, to a society that respects the

Amidst all that occurred

Gibbons has worked close

rights of all men under a rule of law that has allowed us

just days before the luncheon,

ly with powerful public

to feel secure in our homes and our place of work. But

capabilities. The only limitations we have faced are
those that we place before ourselves. But now this might

the group reflected on the

officials in the last several

now the world has changed, and I must find ways to

have changed and this new uncertainty clouds a bit that

tragedies at the World Trade

years. He was director of
legislative and public

bring assurances to them that the America we have

which is the dream of being American.
The enemy must be addressed with our full resolve

Center, the Pentagon and tlie

today is no less than what we had last week.
We are truly blessed. In the history of man there has

plight of the entire nation as

affairs

well as preparing themselves

Department of Community

never been a nation so constructed. No people have ever

the same as the one we inherited and so freely owned

for tropical storm Gabrielle,

Affairs

under Secretary

had the freedoms and privileges we enjoy, nor have any

just a few days ago. They need to know that it continues

who tore through the city over

Steve Seibert and was spe
cial assistant to former St.

people ever had the security we have known. But now
that security has been compromised and we face an

to be morning in America as' it will forever be.

the week. The Mayor had just
recently joined thousands of

uncertain future. My children must know how we as a

must resolve again to recapture fully the dream that is

others for the first time, to give

Petersburg Mayor David
Fischer. As a co-chair of
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush’s

nation will respond to these tragedies.
America is more than the images we see on televi

America and hold forth as a shining beacon for the rest

blood at Tropicana Field for
those in dire need of it

campaign, Gibbons han

sion. It is the heart we possess when energy and initia

a responsibility to sing for them, to sing loud and clear

It wasn’t too hard, howev
er, to pull these individuals

dled minority issues for the

County.

recently.

chaired St. Petersburg Ma-

tive are needed to solve problems. It is the soul we rely

in praise of America and all that we represent.

then-candidate in Pinellas

Gibbons successfully co-

Please see pg. 6

at

the

Florida

Deveron Gibbons

Most

so I can tell my children that this great nation remains

I must tell them as the sun rises each day, how we

of the world to see. My children need to know we have
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Rambling
With

Charles Howard

hushpuppies and cold slaw.
For enjoyment there was line

Williams, Diane Love, Samuel
Thomas Jr., Joann Rober

dancing, whist playing and

son, Cynthia Fuller, Barbara

enjoying the Labor Day week

Pitts, Patricia Harrison, Angie
Langley, and Q. Jackson of

end.
Sunday was a repeat, last

"Yesterday has gone, forget it
Today is here, use it.

ing until the wee-hours in the
a.m„ The overall order of the

Tomorrow may not come,
So don't wait on it.'1.

weekend was chitterlings, bar-

Edwin Budding invented
the lawn mower in 1830.

896-2152

beque ribs, hamburgers, hot
dogs, rice,

macaroni

and

cheese, potatoe salad, tossed
salad, peach cobbler and
pound cake. To enjoy the feast
was the Tampa family group,
who anived in 7 cars; things

L

Clearwater.
Brothers of the Lodge
attending were Richard Fuller,
Richard Richardson, Don
Nichles, Thomas Wilson and
Fred Randall. Special thanks to
the Daughter Ruler Emma Lee
and Sisters Pat Woods, Cyn
thia Fuller, and Sis. Mae (Lady
C) Butler who furnished the

jumped. All entertainment was

disco.
Congratulations “Dick”,

open!
Monday morning the outof-town guests checked out of

here's hoping that you keep
kicking and receiving plenty
checks (Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!)

the Ramada Inn on 34th St.

Happy Birthday!

Florida KidCare Launches
Awareness Campaign
TALLAHASSEE - A

the routine check-up where

baby’s heart murmur is not dis
covered because the family

D’Shay’s heart murmur was

can’t afford routine medical

cialists as well as the emer
gency room costs when an
accidental swallowing of a
toxic substance threatened
D’Shay’s life. No cb.ld should

check-ups ... an emergency
room visit for a child's acci
dent leaves a family in debt..
these scenes occur all too often
for Florida children and their
families with no health insur
ance. But with Florida KidCare, that can change.
Dwanna Gregory is a per
sonal testament to KidCare.
‘When D’Shay was bom I left
my teaching job - and its health
benefits. In my new job, I did

South. They were served

and dressing, roast beef, green

ELKS DAUGHTERS

beans, tossed salad, rolls,

They were aniving from

Lodge #168, the Daughter

punch and cake.
Daughter Ruler presented
Dgt. Lawson with a gift for

Atlanta, GA and Miami -

and Sisters of the Elks Lodge
on 18th Ave. South beautifully
decorated it in colors of blue
and gold. It was their Annual

awareness campaign begins

arrival of everyone. The weaiy
travellers anived home safely
with no incidents. Bless ail of

August 20, 2001, which coin

Jake leaves Thursday, the 20th,
to be on a show with the

that offers free or low-cost

cides with the beginning of the
new school year. Eligibility for

you. and to God be the gloiy!

O’Jays in Jackson, MI Oct.

KidCare.”
Like hundreds of other

Sunday, Sept. 16th at 7:30pm.

BIRTHDAY

up) in Clearwater with his own

CELEBRATION

band at McAbee’s at 8pm. He

Was held Friday night for

did several numbers with Phil

the Exalted Ruler Richard
Roberson, who turned 62

Hill and Company this past
Sunday night (the 16th).

years of age on Friday, Sept.

Everyone got off their groove!

health insurance to Florida’s
eligible uninsured children,
was the answer. KidCare
insurance covered the cost of

first check on the 21st of the

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

month.
The Lodge was beautifully

Today, Sept. 20th: Alexis

Banquet, Sunday, Sept. 16th,

South, and granddaughter of
Ruby Woods of 20th St. South;
Dexter and Malinda Sweeter
of Miami; also, Mary Joy and

recognized the Brothers pre

from 6:30pm until.
Mistress of Ceremony was
Daughter Margaret Taylor.

sent: Bay City Temple #158,

Opening song, “What A Fel
lowship’; Welcome, P.G.D.R.

P.G.D.R. Gloria Washington,
Ernestine Hicks and Patricia

Mae Butler; Prayer and Bless

Hicks.

Dgt.

Mazola

B.

Coven,

ing, P.G.D.R. Gloria Jones.
The speaker for this occasion

And now it's that time of

was P.G.D.R. Thelma Moore.

the week when we update you

The speaker was known by the

on past happenings during the

introducer for over 50 years;

past several weeks. When we

she was her mother, role model

have holidays falling on Mon

and Past Daughter Ruler.

days, I'm forever overloaded

Troy. All other guests were
from the Suncoast.

Department of Children &
Families office.

income. Coverage includes

National Gathering Of
Americans
“
TAMPA - On Saturday,
September 29th, by live satel

lampa for the commemora

historic launch of the Earth

tion and launch of the Earth

Charter and show your support

Charter, a document drafted,

for our future by signing The

not by governments, but by
grassroots people everywhere.

Declaration of Interdepen

26th: Blake Armstrong, Carl
Moss, Louise Johnson, Cindy

as center piece in the colors

Sims Smith, Laterio Lancaster,
Betty Jackson and Arrsie

cans since the tragedy.
We will come together in a

then participate for the day on

There will be entertain

purple and green on white.

Williams.

positive and peaceful way to

September 29th at the Univer

ment, interesting workshops,

choose our future and to sign a

sity of Tampa’s stadium in

speakers, wine tasting.
There is no fee for admis

***

Arrive Saturday morning
to register from 9-10:30am,

dence.
More than 2,000 people
are expected to attend!

“Education should prepare

Declaration of Interdepen

workshops and at Plant Park

people not just to earn a living,

on the river that evening.
For more information, call

sion-only your passion, time

but to live a life - creative,
humane and sensitive life.”
\ (Charles Silberman)

dence.
Please leam more than
affix your signature to this his
toric document, along . with
Danny Glover, Steven Rocke

Look for Danny Glover,
well known actor, activist and
ambassador to the U.N., arid

Until next week, Jump To

feller, David Korten, Vickie
Robin, Hazel Henderson and

254-8454 or visit www.EarthCharterSummit.org.
We all share a common
community, country and plan
et, and we’re responsible for its

many other Americans in

future. Please join us for the

World”.

a

It!

TAMPA - Long before

of Tampa has named a portion

Tampa became a tourist mec-

of Main Street Moses White
Boulevard in honor of an

man and it was a classic event,

■ entrepreneur unparalleled. He
was a humble man, eagerly

when black folk converged on

sharing what he had with those

the cigar city with much antic

less fortunate.
This gesture of naming a

Moses White satisfied the

street in honor of this gentle

pallets of many serving three
hot dogs for a buck and a soda

man will keep to the forefront
the deeds qf a man who cared

for a dime. Moses White died

deeply about his fellow man.

in 1984 but his legacy has con

They walked in the door to
sweet sounds of ‘Oldies and
Goodies’ played on the home
CD.

Much to the delight of
many in Tampa Bay, the City

and commitment are required!

David Korten, author of
“When Corporations Rule the

HIRES
The gloiy in man causes
enormous power, beauty and

Please Submit

A seafood feast was the
order of the evening. The fam

Your Letters

ily and guests enjoyed a crab
boil, consisting of blue crabs

To

(male), chicken wings, neckbones, hamhocks, and pota
toes and com.
Guess who were the racers
for the gold, silver and bronze?

She spoke of “Love”, “the

deadline when holidays fall on

aged all to love each other.
Schools stopped having

Mondays. My apologies!
❖❖❖

prayer, but after the New York
and Washington incidents, the

LABOR DAY WEEKEND

daughter, Fay. They tied (Ha,

Was what it was all about

ha, ha, ha!). Following that

President and all of the nation

at the 25th Ave. South home of

came fresh-fried brim fish,

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

an application at any county
health department, or Florida

lead our country in the first
national gathering of Ameri

tinued to live in West Tampa.

Love of Jesus” and encour

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

or visit the website at wwwfloridakidcarc.oig, or pick up

Mack and Herbert Mack; 21st-

ipation.

with news, or can’t make the

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

obtain a KidCare application;
call 1-888-540-KIDS (5437),

lite TV network with cities
across America, Tampa will

ca, when Florida A&M
clashed with Bethune Cook-

LaFay Wilder, daughter of
Clara Wilder of 42nd Ave.

well done!
Exalted Ruler Roberson

the Florida KidCare program
is based on family size and

it in. There are no office visits

Reminiscing

her

seivices rendered and a job

insured children.
The KidCare application

Insurance Program (CHIP)

Abrams,
Squeaky
and
Bernard, Marvin “Smokey”

***

gency room for care than

of Florida’s Child Health

cobbler made by Yours Truly,
also finger,sandwiches. ,
Those present to join in the
celebration
were
Gwen

DOLLAR

more likely to go to the emer

His CD is doing well in
Florida, Geoigia and Miami.

He did a live review on
WRXB with Tony Charles

d’oeuvres, canapes, cheese
trays and home-made peach

for

treatment, they are eight times

KidCare program.
The annual fall KidCare

cious blessing was given for

drurnettes, potatoe salad, hois

getting prepared
guests? Pat Woods.

uninsured children receive

ical insurance for her children
and Florida KidCare, the state

day (the 7th and 8th of Sept.)

Suiroundings were chicken

The menu consisted of turkey

injuries or illnesses. When

parents, Dwanna needed med

Ave. South assisted, as a gra

The menu: a full sheet cake
(double layer) graced the table

TO STRETCH A

presch' x *ers and less likeiy to
receive medical treatment for

or interviews. Families can

week of last Friday and Satur

decorated in blue and gold.

starting that Saturday night.
Guess who was in the kitchen

statewide public awareness
campaign. The goal of this
campaign is to inform eligible
families of the importance of

to be immunized as

date, there are over 1 million
Florida children enrolled in the

Sister Mattie Hudley of 26th

14th, 2001. He is expecting his

prayer.
Dinner was then served!

is once again launching a

less like

one page application and mail

n’t qualify for coverage right
away. But luckily, I applied for

7th. He will appear (or open

MORE UNIQUE WAYS

families who need it.
This fall, Florida KidCare

uninsured
’.dren are more
likely tc ', Jck as newborns,

encourage these families to
apply for Florida KidCare. To

Played in Atlanta, GA the

able time was had by all.
A later call ensured tlie safe

the Woods (Richard and Pat)

KidCare is striving to reach the

more.
Health officials report that

process is simple: complete the

foods to be received. An enjoy

worldwide are asking for

be without medical care and

or mental health care, and

child health insurance and to

LIU JAKE MITCHELL

home-made biscuits, bacon,
syiup, orange juice and coffee.

SEE NEXT WEEK FOR

discovered and the heart spe

doctor visits, hospital care, pre
scriptions, lab tests, behavioral

(Challenger @
2500 M.L.

The queen, Mother Clara, and

King St. S.
St. Pete 33705 '

courage, but the evil in man
warps his brain and causes him
to turn violent and become a
coward.
When any considerable
injury is done to our society, it
does not weaken or destroy the
marrow; what it does is show
that those who cause the act
are sickly and narrow.
God does not keep us from

• DIANE HUGHES: 5am-1 Oam Total Praise M-F. With the best in
inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• BONESHAKER: 10am-2pm with your adult favorites and good
conversation to guide you through your midday.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 2pm-6pm music to bring you home

difficulties; He does give us

from your work drive has adult music, traffic and interviews with

divine strength to cope with

St. Pete leaders.

the difficulties.

• E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind down

Accept IViwkew CowpewiaticH & PIP Imuwce Ctaiou

from a long day.

• TONY CHARLES: 9pm-2am take you back home with your cur
rent favorite blues and greatest oldies.

Patricia Williams, LMT, N.M.T., P.T.
H.T. WELLNESS & MASSAGE CENTER

NEUROMUSCULAR
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600

3727 CENTRAL AVENUE
LIC. #MM005879
VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869

For AdverTising Call
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager
727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600
Tfday 'sYztzoe- /F/Yy

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man...the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association Inc.

Should African-Americans Favor
Privatizing Social Security? -----by B.B. Robinson, PhD.
For the past couple of

of messages of love, support and sympathy
that have poured in from around the nation
and around the globe:
To the victims, families and friends of those involved in this
tragedy my heartfelt sympathy goes out to you. In our time of
sorrow, we need to look to God to give us strength to continue
on. It is times like this that we realize how seldom we tell our
loved ones just how much they mean to us and how much they
are loved. Don’t be afraid to say the words and a ’hug’ can say
a thousand words. God Bless All of you and God Bless Amer
ica.

Gerry
Do not cry for their time will come, our Lord will repay
them one by one. We cannot change what is in the past, but we
can make the pain surpass. Tomorrow will continue to come as
long as, we pray in unityvnqy?rgiye up faith; it is our duty, ,
Angela
,
.
My heart goes out to all Americans, especially ones touched
so significantly by the terrorists’ deeds this September 1 lth. My
prayers and thoughts are with dll in every moment of my being.
May God Help and Bless America!!

Kathy Pennan, Proud Americanfrom Wisconsin
My heart and soul goes out to all of those who have lost
loved ones to such a cowardly act of violence. My prayers go
out to this country. We must continue to stand together as one
to keep this country strong. We must not let this act of violence

Spring 1994 issue of The
Black Scholar, in an article

importantly, as already
stated, African-American

demise will not result in

Although the build-up
has proceeded ' slowly,

entitled

in

males had only a 53%

contributing to a Social

chance of ever collecting

Security surplus, because
heirs will have a right to

National Center for Policy

and sustainable plan to

Present Value Net Social
Security Wealth,” it is

U.S.
Social
Security
System (SSS). Although

Analysis. Therefore, it was
no surprise when the

methodically address the
Social Security problem

written:
“AfricanAmerican males benefit

life expectancy. Although
the article addressed the

the real battle to effect this
change is far from begin

President organized his

arid to make some form of

Commission to Strengthen

participation of AfricanAmerican males in the

the privatized system.
Most
importantly,
African-American partici

SSS, outcomes are not
much more favorable for

pants of the privatized sys
tems will be forced to learn

sidering some form of pri
vatization as a means of

privatization part of the
solution. Unfortunately, it
is too early in the game to
know the full design of the

negatively by participating
in the SSS because their
level of consumption is
reduced during working
years by the amount of
SSS taxes they pay and

African-Amer i c a n
females. Relatively speak

how to invest their'savings

forthcoming plan. What is

solving the Social Security

clear, however, is that the

problem.

plan js likely to have

they have only a 53 per
cent chance of ever receiv

ing, the outcomes dis
cussed in the article have

ning in earnest, AfricanAmericans would be well
advised to begin consider
ing where they come down
on this issue. Should
African-Americans favor
privatization
Security?

of

Social

Before providing an
answer, let’s consider a
few facts about the current
the

Social Security having the
expressed purpose of con

important and long-term

ing SSS retirement bene

not changed much in the

implications for all Social

fits.” (p. 22)

past

Security participants. Also,

The

Social Security privatiza
tion effort, Secretary of the
Treasury Paul H. O’Neill

outset.

met with the Coalition for

Social Security privatiza

American
Financial
Security (CAFS) in New
York on June 18th. CAPS

in answering the question
in the affirmative.

guarantees that you will be
lobbied on this issue. Do

prospects of paying over
$95,000 into the Social

How did you treat others?
What did you do when others were mistreated and

had

Yes,

has

tion. Why? Because it will
ensure
that
African-

1994

paign
•
platform.
Importantly, the President

is raising millions of dol

faced the insolvency music
before, and I have posed

terms).

Americans have more con

lars to lobby Americans to

Obviously, these are not

trol over their hard-earned

received significant sup-

board

the question before. In a

favorable

resources. Also, an early

the

privatization

value
terms.

Most

is a very positive outcome.
So start reading the
financial pages, sharpen
your pencils and seriously
consider answering yes
when the Social Security

Security, but had prospects

Security

wisely for retirement. This
will make us more astute
financial planners, which

privatization question is
posed to you.

of receiving less than
$46,000 in benefits (all in

Social

savings generated under

African-

the question?

Reading Is
Vitamins
For The Mind

Political Thoughts
their guns too early and

will continue to control

planning a massive cam

money is left in Washing
ton, it will find new pro

too often. It really doesn’t

the Senate and pick up

paign attacking President

grams, The second, and

two additional seats. The

live. He replied no, he

Bush’s tax cuts and point

probably the most impor

hadn't. The reporter fol

ing out that the surplus is

tant reason, was that the

matter what anyone says
about the tax cuts or the
economy today. The ques

lowed up and said, “Well,

down or has almost disap

economy is slowing down

fortable he was in that set
ting and how well he han

23 million Americans had
seen it.” The President

peared. As in most politi
cal debates, there are two

dled the questions without
notes of arty kind. This is

immediately replied that
250 million Americans

legitimate sides. It is, true
that the surplus has disap

and needs a boost.
What is holding up
the economy, is not the

in contrast to when he
delivers
a
“canned”
speech. During a canned

hadn't seen it and that he,
frankly, was tired of

peared because the econo

bv Lou Frey, Jr.

reporter from one of the
networks asked if he had

watched a live press con
ference President Bush

seen the Condit interview

had from his Texas ranch.
It was amazing how com

Just

recently

I

speech he is less than ani
mated. seems to have
trouble with his choice
words and doesn’t appear

of

sure of himself.

There ,,w£s„
change that I
jumping up and
ing, loud and

one .
felt; like
applaud
long. A

watching Washington gos
sip on TV. He suggested
that the concern and
prayers ought to be for
Chandra Levy and for her
family; that too much time
and attention .was being
plit on the part of the story
that was really not rele
vant to helping Chandra:

The Democrats are

my has slowed down. The
slow down started under
President Clinton and has
continued under President
Bush despite repeated rate
cuts by the Federal Reserve.
There were several
reasons for the tax cut.
The first was that we are
greatly over-taxed and, if

manufacturing sector, but
the consumer and housing
sectors. It is my guess that
the $300 or $600 which
individuals and families
receive will not go into
savings accounts, but will
be put back into the econ
omy. This may be the
stimulus that the economy
needs to start the recovery.
As a practical matter,
the Democrats are firing

tion will be “where is the
economy in .November of
2002?” If the economy
has stayed down. Bush
will remain vulnerable on
the tax cuts.. However, if
the economy goes back
up, the President will be
able to take credit for turn
ing the economy around
and point out how the
Democrats were against
the tax cuts.

Finally, assuming that
the economy has come
back somewhat, it is my
guess that the Democrats

Republicans will, again,
barely maintain control of
the

House

primarily

because of gains picked
up because of reappor
tionment.
Republicans
who now have the majori
ty of Governors will con
tinue to lead, but by a
slimmer margin.
Traditionally,
the
party that occupies the
Presidency gets hurt in
mid-term elections. The
Republicans will buck tra
dition only in the House.
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"
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Governor Bush: Review Florida’s
Anti-Terrorism Capabilities-———
the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon, Gover

How much did you share?

male

you now have an answer to

freedom.

must pass the identical test given to those of past millen

American

Americans should favor
Social Security privatiza

cowardly acts of violence, America will live on and so will our

nia. The exam will be short. The questions precise:

years,

that the average African-

the Division of Emergency
Management, the Florida

It is the same today as yesterday. We of this millennium
and this country, USA (facing acts of racism in 2001),

seven

awareness of CAFS’s
efforts as described almost

similar incidents in the fu

India). But the message to humankind remains steadfast.

article

■

Therefore, I feel confident

do all we can to prevent

Dear Editor:
What some call the new millennium is only a sectar
ian revision of history (study Ethiopia, Egypt, China and

1 .

showed

In the aftermath of last

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR

benefits due to their short

It also was no surprise

week’s terrorist attacks on

Please see pg. 6

“Disparity

when, in a kind of minikick-off to the present

destroy our faith in freedom. As for those who committed these

Pam

African-Americans simply

there appears to be a real

tion was part of President
George W.‘ Bush’s cam

We are proud to present just some of the thousands

bandwagon.

have carried stories about
new efforts to privatize the

From

September 11, 2001

port on this issue from at
least three major think
tanks: the Cato Institute,
Heritage Foundation, and

weeks, major newspapers

state of Social Security.

The Light Of Freedom
Will Always Shine

ment response areas. This

These ongoing efforts

grams and execution pro

notwithstanding, Governor
Bush has directed the Flor

tocols are all properly in
place. Upon receiving

ida Department of Law

these recommendations,
the Governor will review

ture. To that end, I am

Department of Law En

organization allows for the
coordination of assets and

nor Jeb Bush has directed

committed to taking every
step necessary to ensure

forcement, the National
Guard, the Department of

interagency communica
tion between all govern

his staff and pertinent state
agencies to review the. ex

that Florida’s state and lo
cal government have the

Agriculture and Consumer

ment jurisdictions within

Enforcement and the Divi
sion of Emergency5 Man

Services, the Department

isting framework for de

of Environmental Protec
tion and, the Department of

agement to immediately
undergo a thorough review

hensive executive order
setting forth necessary re

veloping state and local

preparedness and response
capabilities to meet future

each area in the event of a
threat from weapons of
mass destruction or other

anti-terrorism

threats.

this

Health-as well as repre

of the existing framework.
Under the state plan,

rorism strategy.

and to make recommenda

process two years ago, but

sentatives of local fire, po

The ultimate goal has

FDLE is the lead agency

“We must not rest until

tions for enhancing this
framework.

we must do more.”

lice and emergency man

been to equip each of the

we know we have taken

agement departments.

“The tragedy of Sep
tember
llth
forever

ism Summit hosted by the
state’s Division of Emer

seven emergency manage
ment response areas with

for crisis management and
DEM is the lead agency

changed the way we per
ceive our personal safety

gency Management in Or
lando, a State Working

and those of our loved
ones,” said Governor Jeb

Group on Terrorism was
convened. The State Work

that organizes the state’s

Bush. “Some good may yet
come from this horrible

ing Group consists of rep
resentatives of several
state agencies-rincluding

measures

calamity if we resolve to

We began

After the 1999 Terror

In consultation with

types of terrorism.

them and issue a compre

visions in the state anti-ter

every

possible

precau

systems that can respond

for consequence manage
ment. Within ten working

within two hours to an
incident scene anywhere in

days, these agencies are to
consult with all affected

“I want to restore every
Floridian’s confidence and
faith that they live, work

sixty-seven . counties into

the state. Florida has been
awarded a $9 million U.S.

state agencies and make
recommendations on ways

and raise a family in a free
and safe state.”

seven distinct operational

Department

Justice

to strengthen the state’s

areas, coinciding with the
seven emergency manage-

equipment grant to support
this strategy.

strategy to ensure’ that

FEMA and the FBI,, the
State Working Group
designed a response matrix

of

tion,” said Governor Bush.

equipment, training pro

abused?
On the day of questions, your race, ethnicity, voting

A New World!---------------------

age or multiracial identification will not count! The

bv Lou Frev. Jr.

ical of people around the

Eternal Council will not ask you to declare a religion,
philosophy, theology, ideology, creed, mantra, doctrine,
belief, confession or persuasion. Your ancestry and cul

I’m writing this on
Tuesday
morning,
September llth, 2001 at

country.' She called me so

tural heritage will not be relevant. No questions concern
ing orders, sacraments, prayers or fastings will be asked

lunchtime. The full extent
of the tragedy is not

was horrified and for the
first time did not feel safe

(neither economic status, education, profession; not
awards, wealth or honors will be evaluated). The Council

known at this time nor is it
clear if there will be other

will ask you two or three questions only:

attacks. However, what is

How much did you share?

clear is that this is the

How did you treat others?
What did you do when others were mistreated and

worst terrorist attack in

abused? ,
The Council will not respond when informed of the
many worship and praise services you’ve attended and of

the history of our country.
We were all shocked by
Oklahpma City and even

involved and don’t make

reevaluate its policy and
acknowledge that we are
in a war. I know that ter

any mistakes. We must

time I get on a plane or
take a trip, there will be

make sure we don’t over

that one part of my brain

rorism can not be totally

react but our actions must

that wonders if some ter

prevented, but hopefully it

be strong, direct and in
response to the damages

in our country. I think we

can be limited. It must
become clear that terror

rorist group is going to
take over.” We are not the

all have similar feelings.

ists and those connected

If you want to look

The United States in
the past has taken mea

with them must pay the

around

for

nor will we be the last. We

price for their actions no

examples of how to act,

may have to modify some

sured responses to terror
ism
but
has
not

matter where they go or
where they try and hide. It

you may want to go back
to the killings at the 1972

of the things we do and

approached it as if we
were in open warfare. We

must become clear to
nations who train them or
harbor them that they also

Olympics and how Israel

niences regarding security

spent years tracking down

that didn’t exist in the
past. However, we cannot
allow terrorism or the

upset that she could hard
ly t-aik. She said that she

done to this country.
the

world

first nation that has been
subject to such attacks,

put up with some inconve

more sickened when we
found it was done by

have allowed known ter

your participation in sacred prayer and vespers or gospel

neutral

will pay a large price for

those who were responsi
ble. Our world will never

concerts, ceremonies, holy days, pageants, rituals, fund

United States citizens. But

quite be the same again.

threat

I think we are beyond

countries and disappear.
We have put pressure on

allowing and condoning

raisings, temple building, crusades and pilgrimages.
The Council will ask but two or three questions...!

such activities.

shock with these evepts.

these countries but have

The oceans which have
protected us since the war

the freedoms that have

My youngest daughter.
Christine Frey, who works
in Atlanta is probably typ-

Sincerely,
James L. Washington, St. Lou,is, MO

3

rorists to go

to

of terrorism

to

change our rule of law nor

not done much more. I

Our responses must
be measured and reason

of 1812 no longer serve as

been won for us at the cost

believe that it is time for

able. We must make sure

a barrier. As my youngest

of so much over the years.

the

that we get the people

daughter

This is another day that

United

States

to

said,

“Every

will live in infamy. God
bless America!

"You never
kick a man
when he's
down. Do
whatever you
can, great or
small, to
help him to
his feet
again."
-Cleveland

Johnson
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ST. PETERSBURG Sharon Snow was recently

ST. PETERSBURG The St. Petersburg Chapter

elected at the Jack and Jill
Southeastern
Mothers’
Regional Conference to

of Links, Inc., will hold
their'2001 Walk-A-Thon

serve on the Jack and Jill
of America Foundation

and Health Fair On Satur

Board. .
This board exists as
the philanthropic arm of
Jack and Jill of America,

the

screening for blood pres

ongoing positive develop
ment of children by fund-,

sure, blood sugar, choles
terol, HIV and other med

ing a variety of grant pro

ical conditions. Free re

Regardless of what comes,

This event will benefit
the Sanderlin Family Ser

you have choices, which
cqn either lift you up or

vices Center and the Links
Foundation, Inc., It also

stroke, cancer and dia

acted

“Life is what you make it.”

freshments will be served.

62nd Ave. S., from 8am-

1968, J&J Foundation has
influence

ing. Lorian firmly believes,

promotes prevention and

12noon. Registration is at

Inc. Since its inception in

creative/ strategic .consult

day, September 22nd at
Lake Vista Park. 1401 -

8am.
There will be a free

to

RCW 10th Annual Tribute
To Women And Business
Women’s Showcase

Links To Hold
2001 Walk-AThon And
Health Fair —

Sharon Snow Elected
To Serve On Jack &
Jill Foundation Board

bring you down. She is a
mentor and holds, numer
ous awards.
This
10th

control of heart disease,
betes..
Sponsors are the Pinel

the City of St. Petersburg

las Courfty Urban League,

and the Resource Center
for Women, and will be

Edward White Hospital,
Albertsons (54th Ave. S.)

divided into three parts,
beginning at 6pm with the

and St. Petersburg-Sun-

Business Women’s Show

coast Medical Group.

case and music by the pop

jects.

Researchers Test
Drug For Metastatic
Breast Cancer That
Inhibits New Blood
Vessel Growth

The Foundation fund
grants to non-profit organi
zations in four major pro
posal
categories:
The
Jacqueline
Robinson
Competition, The Violet D.
Greer
Teens/Associates
Competitive Grant, The
Betty Johnson Grant, and
Independent
Competition.

Annual

event is co-sponsored by

Sharon Snow

Proposal

The Foundation Board
holds
its
Executive
Meeting in March or April

Southeastern Region. She
is responsible for dissemi

Sharon Snow will
begin her two-year term

nating and reviewing all

immediately.

to review grant proposals.
In the last five years, J&J

grant applications from
Georgia^
Mississippi,

member of the Pinellas

Foundation has annually

Alabama, Tennessee, and

and Jill where she served

'awarded over a quarter of a

She

is

a

County Chapter of Jack

Florida. She also conducts

as Chapter President for
workshops
on
“Grant , four years.
Writing” and promotes
If you would like to

million dollars,for projects
targeted to enhance and
enrich the lives of children.

fundraising initiatives for

know more about Jack and

As a member of the

J&J Foundation. She must
also attend all Executive

Jill Foundation or receive a

Board, Sharon Snow repre
sents the interest of 35
j chapters that make up the

Board Meetings for J&J
Foundation.

grant application, you can
reach her at (727) 9060070.

Take A Walk For
Better Overall Health
‘ ‘Run' hard and far!” “Bulk
up by lifting weights!’’ “Maxi

help improve their overall

donation, this contribution will

well-being. Believe it or not,

be dedicated to everyone who

mize your workouts by taking
it to the limit!” This is the atti

their feet may be the reason

participates by logging onto
the Dr. Scholl’s website and

tude most people have when

ties.

beginning a workout regimen.

While an estimated 10.3
million people have been diag

they are limited in their activi

However, this isn’t healthy
for someone just starting out.

. tracking the miles they walk whether through exercise or
normal daily activity - to help

Easing your way into a work

nately, 5.4 million people are

reach the million miles mark.
“You don’t have to be an

out regimen is the most effec

not aware that they have the
disease. Since your foot health

athlete to help,” said Jason
Sehom, New York Giants star

is reflective of your overall

comerback and member of the

body health, it can help catch

Dr. Scholl’s Sports Squad,

diseases like diabetes in its ear

“You don’t even have to work

nosed with diabetes, unfortu

tive, way to achieve results.
There are normal, everyday
activities that can also keep
you healthy and active, includ
ing:
'• Take the stairs instead of

lier stages. In fact, podiatrists
signs of such systemic condi
tions.

out. It is really easy to help.
You simply log on arid enter
the number of miles you have
walked; even if it is around the

“Physical activity helps

house. You may be surprised

people with diabetes lower
glucose levels in their blood,”

how it all adds up. Whether
you’re walking the dog, walk
ing to work or training for a

golf or go swimming.
By forgoing the simple
pleasures of an elevator or golf

said Jeiry Franz, vice president
of communications of the
American Diabetes Associa
tion. “Walking is an easy and

cause.”.
Through Dec. 31, 2001,

cart, you are actually staying

effective way to bum calories

visitors 13-years-oid and older

active and improving your

and help improve one’s overall

can

overall health. It may not seem

health and well-being.”

schools.com to log miles on

are often the first doctors to see

the elevator.
• When playing golf, walk
instead of using a golf cart.
• Walk four times a week,
not three.
• Play sports like tennis and

like much, but if all adds up.

To help you get started on

See your doctor before starting

an exercise plan, Dr. Scholl’s is
challenging Americans to

any exercise program.
1
For some people with dia

Walk a million miles to benefit

marathon, it all goes to a good

register on

www.dr-

the million miles tracker. The .

like these are the best way to

-

Researchers at Mayo Clinic in

must have 5 metastatic breast
cancer (cancer that has spread

Jacksonville, FL, are partic

to other parts of the body).,

ipating in a Phase III, metasta

And they must have already
had one or two regiments of

tic breast cancer study of a
novel drug shown to inhibit

conventional chemotherapy

growth of new blood vessels.

for metastatic breast cancer.

In previous clinical, trials,

Once enrolled in

this

rhuMAb VEGF (Bevacizum-

Genentech, Inc. - sponsored

ab) demonstrated anti-tumor
activity when administered

study, women will be random
ly assigried to one of the

alone and in combination with

study’s two arms. One group
other drugs.
of women will receive BevaResearchers know that cizumab in combination with
solid tumors grow, in part : capecitabine. Capecitabineis a
because new blood Vessels drug recently approved by the
form to supply them with Food and Drug Administration
blood, a process called angio for treating patients with
genesis. They have identified
metastatic breast cancer who

Awards

Lorian Williams

Executive Director of The

South.
CHASLO was begun
in
1994
with
Ms.

Black

Williams’

ST. PETERSBURG Lorian
S.
Williams,

Ceremony

will

take place honoring nine
Women
include:

of Impact, to
Yate’ Cutliff,

client,

Tangela
Murph,
Tee
Lassiter, Dr. Ruth Whitney,

CHASLO

Books for Thought, Inc.

Raynetta Mobley, Lorian

Merchandising and Print

after working in corporate
America. Her original

Williams, Allene Ahmed,

Toastmistress during the
10th Annual Tribute to

focus was printing, which

Valerie Johnson, founder

is now a small'part of her

Women

Business

business. Williams,who

Women’s Showcase to be

has a MBA with an entre
preneurial
focus,
did

of the event.
Twenty-five womenowned businesses will be

Chamber,

President

of

CEO/

ing Corp., will serve as

and

held on Friday, Sept. 21st,
between the hours of 69pm at the Enoch D, Davis
Center, IT IT 18th Ave.

first

Leslie

Bduwman

and

research and broadened her

on display at the showcase.
The event is free to the

business to include promo

public.

tional items, premiums and

“Troops To Teachers”
Program Gets Support
From First Lady——---TALLAHASSEE - First

Teacher Day while espousing

schoolsrrteacher, shortages are
relieved and classrooms are
staffed with mature, motivat
ed, experienced and dedicated

mer teacher, I’m proud to add
my voice.”
The president has added
his support by proposing that

the benefits of the “Troops-to-

educators already trained in
providing positive role mod

funding for Troops-to-Teachers be increased from $3 mil

‘Troops to Teachers” Rally in

els.

Lady’ Laura Bush recently
spoke in honor of National

several factors involved in
angiogenesis. One of them is
vascular endothelial growth

are resistant to certain other
drugs used in chemotherapy

Teachers” program during a

regimens. The other group of

Fort Jackson, S.C.

factor, or VEGF. RhuMAb

women 'will receive cape

With budget-cutting and

citabine only. The study will

military personnel level reduc

Act of 2001 authorized the

action of VEGF..

last for up to 105 weeks (35

tions in the early 90’s, Con

Troops to Teachers Program

Oncologist Dr. Edith Perez
is the principal investigator for

cycles of drug administration).
Each year more than

gress established the “Troops

for another five years. This leg
islation contains provisions to

the study at Mayo Clinic. “The
drug rhuMAb VEGF is

40,000 women in America die
of metastatic breast cancer.

to Teachers” program to assist
affected military personnel and
civilian employees of the

and other qualified participants

Since the disease is generally

Departments of Defense and
Energy in finding new careers

to help pay for teacher certifi

VEGF inhibits the normal

' promising,” she says, “because
it is one of the first taigeted
anti-angiogenic agents to be

not curable with current thera
py, this study and others like it

in public education. ‘Troops to

come available for patient

are important because they can

Teachers” provides referral

treatment.”
Researchers

lead to therapies that improve
survival or prolong the time

assistance and placement ser

women remain disease free, ,

civilian employees of the
•Department of Defense who

expect

to

enroll about 400 women in the
study who meet certain eligi

Women interested in par

bility requirements. Among

ticipating in the study should

other things, women must be
18 years old or older. They

call (904) 953-2865.

vices to service members and

are interested in working as
teacher or teacher’s aides.
Since its inception, ‘Tro
ops to Teachers” has placed

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT
WE SHALL OVERCOME."
-MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

4,000 veterans in teaching
slots across the country. Grow
ing demands for teachers in the
subjects of math and science
have been ~ particularly well
filled by ‘Troops to Teachers”

lion to $30 million in fiscal
year 2002,
The No Child Left Behind

provide stipends to retiree’s
Laura Bush
“In the next 10 years,

cation programs, maintain the

schools across the nation will
have to hire thousands of new

program’s network of state
offices, and continue the place

teachers to keep up with the

ment assistance and referral

growing student population,”
Bush said,’’and that’s where
former military personnel

services. Although the pro

could help.”

not at this time been approved.

While the challenges of
teaching are different from
those of serving in the military,
Bush said the rewards of
teaching are great. “As a for

gram has been authorized!
appropriations of funds have
For more information on
the Troops to Teachers pro
gram, call 800-452-6616 or
website:http://voled.doded.mil
/dantes/ttt.

READ ANEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

participants. It’s a “win-win”
situation for veterans and

Website will track the total
miles accumulated by all par
ticipants.

the American Diabetes Associ
ation. Aimed with a $50,000

betes, low impact activities

JACKSONVILLE

ular Chris Styles Trio.
At 7pm, the official

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

Beauty Palace u
Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

BOARD CERTIFIED

Barber Services * Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• SkinCare & Make- Up

OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations

Capri Real Estate Corporation

■ Eye Diseases

“Your Key To Buying A New Home”

■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
, ■ Vision Nutrition Therapy

BETTYE J. NEWSOME

Realtor

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
Monday - Saturday

REALTOR

Pk one:

6798 Crbsswituls Drive N., Suite A-101

We accept or match most

St. Petersburg!, FL, 33710

Insurance Vision Care plans.

727/341-0754

Fax:

727/384-3325

Cell:

727/415-2756

BETTY J. NEWSOME
E-MAIL: Lnewsome@caprirealestate.co

Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg
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Reaching
Employment Goals
Through PCUL —

Robert Samuels To
Receive The 2001 E.L.
Bing Award —------- —
TAMPA - The Horida
Cancer Education Network,
Inc. (FCEN) is proud to an
nounce that Robert Samuels,
Chairman, has been chosen to

Urban League is job referral

cialist who gave him several
job referrals that same day.

and placement. The Pinellas
County Urban League has
operated the Minority Skills
Bank, a free job referral and

One of those refemals led to an
interview at National Housing,
which resulted in a job offer as

placement program, since
1983 with funding from the
United Way. The Minority

a floor technician.
Mr. Baker began working

Skills Bank has been the light

tial contact with the Urban

at the end of the tunnel for

League. According to Mr.

many

individuals

seeking

employment.
One individual who re
ceived job placement through
the Minority Skills Bank is
Tyrone Baker. Mr. Baker was
getting his hair trimmed and
shared with his barber some of
the obstacles he faced. He was

within three days after his ini

Baker, “This job is right up my

Force
• Board Member of H. Lee
Moffitt Cancer Center and

9pm, Monday through Friday.
Youth will participate in orga

and check the new Parrish

The Tampa Bay Male

Inc. (FCEN). FCEN is a non
profit oiganization dedicated

Saturday, Sept. 22nd, 11am
until. Juneteenth of Tampa

Club (TBMC) was formed in

to educating the public about

Research Institute

1989 as a not-for-profit oigani

the impact of prostate cancer in

zation for the purpose of pro

our state.
As a men’s health activist
and organizer, Samuels is

• fioard Member of the
Community Foundation of

If you are seeking to return
to the workplace, change
careers or enter the job market
for the first time, contact the

There are many opportuni

Cancer Institute’s Prostate

Army’s

Prostate

first-served basis.
For information, call

will also entertain questions on

emy will begin on Septem

employment anti-discrimina

issues of interest to the Tampa

ber 24th. We will meet

tion laws in Pinellas County
are uniting to provide a free

Bay business community.

Monday and Wednesday

technical assistance program
for small employers and their

VII of the Civil Rights Act of

9:30pm at the St. Peters

1964. as arqended, which cov

burg College, Allstate Cen

representatives.
The City of St. Petersburg

ers discrimination based on
race, sex (including pregnancy

ter, 3200 34th St. S., Room
207. While attending the

Department of Community
Affaire is hosting the event and

and sexual harassment), na
tional origin, color and reli

academy will not certify

draws the support from their

ficer, you will come away

counterparts in the Federal and

gion, the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act of 1967,

County governments. The

which covers discrimination

much better informed and
will have a lot of fun along

U.S. Equal Employment Op

based on age, the Equal Pay

the way.

portunity Commission and the

Act of 1963,which prohibits

Some of the topics

Pinellas County Office of Hu

sex-based wage discrimina

covered during the acade

man Rights are co-sponsoring
this Outreach and Technical

tion, and Title I of the Ameri

my are:

The EEOC enforces Title

cans With Disabilities Act

Assistance Program to be held

(ADA), which prohibits em

lice department. The acad

evenings

from

Awareness Overview
• What happens when

Bayfront Center, Sun Pavilion
Room, 400 First Street S. in

against persons with disabili
ties.

you call the police? (The

downtown St. Petersburg.
The program will give
employers pointers to help

The Pinellas County Of
fice of Human Rights enforces

• How a crime is inves

avoid charges of employment
discrimination, and if a charge

County Code, as amended,

Communication Center)

decisions and information that

the Pinellas County Code, as

could help employers reduce

amended, and the ADA. Pinel

or avoid financial liability,
even if a violation occurs. The

las County and the City of St.

15. as amended. Chapter 70 of

Petersburg each have contracts
with the EEOC to investigate
Title VH complaints arising
within their jurisdictions.

Community History Project

teenth of Tampa Bay, Inc.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

of the exciting trips we have planned:

Gwen Washington, Owner

• Enjoy the luxury of a villa for the FAMU/BCC Game, Orlando, Nov.
16-17, 2001 2Br-$95 3Br-$105
• 3-Day Bahamas Cruise aboard Carnival's "Fascination" From Miami,
Jan. 18-21, 2002 (MLK Holiday) lnside-$329 pp Outside-$369 pp
• 8-11 day "Motherland" Tour of Ghana, West Africa May 3, 2002
• 7-Day Alaskan Cruise aboard the beautiful "Legend of the Seas",
June 14,2002
• 5-Day/4Night Trip to Las Vegas (The Aladdin Hotel), June 26-30,2002
• 4-Night Cruise to Key West & Cozumel, Mexico aboard the Jubilee
from Tampa July 18, 2002 lnside-$555 pp Outside-$599 pp
.

Let us plan your next Honeymoon/Anniversary Trip to London/Paris/Rome or Amsterdam, x

L_

Call Today: 727-388-3801 or toII free 877-388-3801

893-7992.

Christian Music Event Of The Year

HOPE

The
Changes

tour

Everything

Sandi Pattv

Larnelle Harris

Winner of 5 Grammy Awards

More than 18 Albums

39 Dove Awards

Best Gospel Performance, Male
1988 & 1989

Dino

Best Pop Gospel Album 1991

Dino Defines Greatness!
Premier Piano Virtuoso
Religion in Media Award

5 Grammy Awards

Over 11—Million Recordings

A Grammy and 8 Dove Awards
11 Dove Awards

3 Platinum and 5 Gold

Sunday, September 30th

7:00 pm

MAHAFFEY THEATER

officer is trained
• What is the job of the

Bayfront Center, 400 First Street South, St. Petersburg

Public Information Offi-

provided in Title VII. The St.
Department enforces St.
Petersbuig City Code, Chapter

.tax deductible. Please make
donations payable to June

tigated
• How a new police

the same remedies as those

information on the current
state of the law and the most
significant Supreme Court

sion held each Wednesday at
6:30pm. JCRC will s also
expand the O.B. McLin Oral

The following cruises/tours are just a few

• Community Policing/

on September 25th at the

Petersbuig Community Affaire

Please give a donation to
the JCRC and all donations are

you to work as a police of

discrimination

which prohibits employment
discrimination and provides

al heritage of a community.

6:30-

ployment

Chapter 70 of the Pinellas

In addition to providing

ment the ever-changing cultur

SPECIALIZING IN
GROUP TRAVEL/TOURS AND
FAMILY-CLASS REUNIONS

inner workings of your po

three agencies that enforce

Legal Slavery in America.

for this wonderful opportunity

AFRICAN AMERICAN ADVENTURES, INcT

participate.

from the three agencies who

commemorates Freedom from

Education Network at (813)
806-2800. ■

Cancer

Policing
Institute
are
pleased to announce an up
coming Citizen’s Commu
nity Policing Academy and
invites you, the citizens

program will be presented by
experts in the area and will
include key management staff

ties where you can support this
cause. For more information,
contact the Florida Cancer

Cancer Review Group
• Member of the U.S.

processed on a first-come,

ST. PETERSBURG - The

to create an environment that is
designed to uplift and docu

Coalition
• Chairman of the Horida

ida Regional . Community

business owners with a
better understanding of the

by members and posted on a

South Horida Business School

SPPD Citizen’s
Community
Policing Academy

licing Academy is to pro
vide our residents and

adult members will be planned

the National Prostate Cancer

If You Think You Have
A Good Story or Article
- Please Send It To
The Weekly Challenger

The purpose of the
Citizen’s Community Po

African descent’s customs and

weekly current events discus

Services are available to

Officials Unite To
Assist Small
Employer Efforts
Comply With AntiDiscrimination Laws

Thanks to the Parrish family

Juneteenth, a Horida legal hol
iday honored every June 19th,

Conquer Cancer”
• Member of the National

and businessmen and wo
men of St. Petersburg, to

rent events discussions and
activities. Special activities for

weekly basis. Intergenerational
activities' will include the

residents in North Pinellas

Adams Circle, #291, Laigo,
(727) 581-7661.

promotes cultural awareness
of African and Americans of

promote the annual Juneteenth
Freedom Day celebration.

mentioned how good it would

County through the office in
Rainbow Village at 13477

lished 'its initial foundation.

• Member of the Dean’s
Circle of the University of

viding the necessary ftinds to

ST. PETERSBURG -

and crafts, field trips and cur

Aquarium

be to find a job locally.
His barber suggested that
he contact the Minority Skills
Bank at the Urban League.

responding to an active chaige.
The agenda also includes

Tampa Bay
• Trustee of The Horida

alley.” This is just one satisfied
client of the Minority Skills
Bank.

Game Room and Shopping
Strip, where JCRC has estab

including:
• Founding Chairman of

March “Coming Together to

Hotel, Dowptown Tampa, on
Sunday, September 23rd.

nized activities including arts

active in numerous activities

is the primary means of pro
support the students with need
ed scholarships. The event will
be held at the Hyatt Regency

organization, sponsors JCRC.
Juneteenth of Tampa Bay, Inc.,

Bay, Inc., a 501©(3) non-profit

traditions. In particular, we

• And more...
Class size is limited,
and all applications will be

is filed, the program will give
guidance on reacting and

The general public is' invited to the grand opening of

Cancer Education Network,

The St. Petersburg Police
Department and the Hor

Following the advice of his
barber, Mr. Baker visited the

(JCC) for participating mem
bers. JCC will offer after

include music, fun and games
for youth and free food. Come

Pinellas County Urban League
Minority Skills Bank at 333
31st Street N., St. Petersbuig,
or call (727) 327-2081..

previously working in another
county, and the distance had
become a problem. Mr. Baker

Heritage News Journal.

Bay Men’s Cancer Task Force

teenth Cultural and Resource
Center (JCRC) inside Parrish
Game Room, located at 1327

Horida Prostate Cancer Task

Enrichment Fund. This event

tion from the employment spe

tion Panel
• Established the Tampa

JCRC. The grand opening will

Fashion Show to benefit the
TBMC Scholarship and

tion and received job informa

nity news developments in the

pre-K/head start and up youth
beginning at 5:30pm until

Annual Dinner, Auction and

available to the community
through the Pinellas County

Research Program’s Integra

school cultural activities for

American males.
TBMC is holding its 12th

One of the many services

'and record-breaking commu

al, JCRC will promote the
Juneteenth Cultural Club

Melrose Ave. S.) will be on

and support for young African-

Urban League.
He completed an applica

research and historical materi

Melrose Ave'. S. (22nd St. and

viding badly-needed guidance

PETERSBURG -

ST. PETERSBURG-The
grand opening of tlie June-

• Co-Chairman of the

Award from the Tampa Bay
Male Club, Inc. •

ST.

Vice President of Manufactur
er Hanover’s Corporate Bank

Grand Opening Of
The JCRC------------

ing Sector (JPMoiganChase)
and is Chairman of the Horida

receive the 2001 E.L. Bing

Tyrone Baker

Samuels, a prostate cancer
survivor, retired in 1992 as

5

• How a K-9 unit helps

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Tickets: Reserved Seating $40.00

in your community
• What youth services
are available through the
police department

Center for Positive Living

Ticketmaster

• When does an officer
use force?
• Ride along with an
officer and observe their
daily routine

727-328-0848

727-898-2100
813-287-8844

^j|j
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Light Of Freedom
In

memory

of Chris

9/11/2001: “I’d rather be a

hit too close to home. Some
thing has to be done, and I pray

ghost drifting by your side, a
condemned spirit than enter

to the powers that be to give

heaven without you. Though

carry out what must be done.

you' ve slipped the surly bonds
of earth, my love for you will

We as a countiy will stand
together, to show that this will

never cease.”

not divide us.

Brad
Hello, we are in Maryland.

fighters, emergency workers

President Bush the strength to

faith in humanity.
With love, Carrie Nuttley

peace and comfort where there

My entire spirit, even
today, is still not the same as

abound within our hearts to

before September llth, 2001

Dr. Gustave Victor

were near the Twin Towers or
the Pentagon at the time of the

due to the warped-mindedness
of individuals who deliberately
take the lives of others. It is a

We will survive! Death is
always traumatic, maybe
because it’s so final: However,

pain I’ll remember for the

death and carnage is always

crashes all. the luck and health
they need. I wish there was

remainder of my life, and tears
that I’ll fight hard to hold back.

beyond human comprehen

These acts were not any
acts of God nor God-fearing

I’m very shocked about

The images that I witnessed
will remain with me forever

what happened in New York

but that pales in comparison to
the emotional scars that Amer

and Washington. When I came

ica is facing. I pray that Amer, ica- will have the strength and'
wisdom to deal with this
tragedy and rebuild faith in

I want to thank those fire

from pg. 3

human nature.
God Bless America in her

home from school, the TV was
on. When I saw what hap
pened, I didn’t know what to
say,..I hope ail the people who

I have family in New York.
My cousin, Steven Canw, is

and police officers who went

time of need.

above and beyond the call.

something I could do, but on

one of the firefighters on the
scene of this tragedy and his

God Bless and keep you in His
care. We are a nation of strong

Nikola, Dublin
To my fellow Americans we will get through this and be

wife. The last time I talked to

people, and united we stand.

girl like me can’t do anything.
I wish all people of the

her was yesterday afternoon

God Bless America!
Susan Flournoy

and she has not heard from
him. We are very worried here.

My deepest sympathies

My family in South America is

are with those who have lost
loved ones on this terrible day

keeping in touch with us to
know any news. If anyone
knows about Steven, please
contact me here at my email
address.
gem2377@home.com
Many of our friends, fami
ly, loved ones, and fellow men
and women now walk with
Angels. The nightmare is over

in history. I have never been so
proud of the United States than
I am right now. By coming
together, we’ve told the rest of
the world that you can try to
hurt our innocent citizens, but
you cannot break our spirits,
take our freedom, or make us

for them but it has only begun

weaker. My praise goes out to
the government officials.

for the survivors and citizens
of America. My deepest , sor

Thank you for notletting us
down. I know we’ll come back

row goes out to everyone.

stronger than ever!
M. Campbell, Texas A&M

Let’s unite together to get
through this tragedy; help each
other, be patient with each

University Class of2001
I was just sickened to my

other. Let’s show the world our
strength and faith. Hy our
American flag in support of

stomach by the horrific occur
rences on last Tuesday; to

those who have lost their lives

think that human beings could
have so much evil in them. It’s

and for those who are willing
to give their, lives to prevent

kind of scary to think of what
will happen next. The only sort

this tragedy from happening
again.

of comforting thing to me is to
remember what is found in the

Clarissa
I am in Washington State
and cannot begin to imagine
the personal horror the people
of NY, Pennsylvania, and
Washington, DC are experi
encing. As a law enforcement
officer myself, I wish to
express my best wishes to all
law enforcement, firefighters,
and rescue workers, and espe
cially the victims and their
families. God Bless to all and
my prayeis are with you all.
Donna Baskett,
Vancouver, WA

stronger. To the friends and
families of those lost and those
still with us - God and love are
on your side. To the Fire Fight
ers and EMS and Police - you
are the heroes whose praises
often go unnoticed. Thank
God for you.
C. Henry, Ft. Worth, Texas
I have been glued to the
TV since Tuesday morning.

the other hand, I know that a

simply hideous.

all I can do the mornent. My
condolences to eveiybody
who has dost a friend, family
member, college mate, some

taken this veiy well. We can
only pray that God will contin
ue to strengthen and deliver us
all from the dangers that may

one you know or anyone else.,

lie before us.

at

I hope the people who did this

My heart goes out to all the
families of the lost people and

how much everybody hates

hurt ones too. I do not under
stand why this has happened

I hope the consequences of
this act won’t be too bad. War

warriors cry, sq why can’t I?
Allene
In times like these, we

them!

or a crisis would be disastrous
but it is a big tragedy. I only
hope that all can be put back ■ for the whole world! Once
again I really condolence
together. If I had anything to
give, I would give it in a heart
beat. I am going to go and
donate some blood hoping that
it can get there for the people
that need it. Again, I send rny
deepest sympathy to all at their
time of lost and need.
Cherie
My thoughts and prayers

Lots of love and greetings
from Marlijn Peeters, Hol
land
To all our friends south of

soul because it belongs to

one another physically and

to overcome unbelievable
hardships. Our actions and the

God’.
Our of all earthly vessels

emotionally as we all need

choices we make now to deal

support now. As it has been

with this tragedy will deter

(our bodies) will eventually go

said, “This will not stop us”
and I believe we will prevail.

mine if the terrorists have actu
ally won. Do not let them,win,
do not let them change our

all

Dear Americans,

evil doers, but there should be

328-7289

I am really shocked at

joy in knowing that we will see

out of this test successfully. I
am with you in this testing
moment and wish that in the
future these kinds of incidents
may not occur.
With heartiest condolences

Denny's
General Motors Corporation

tiful and can be deceitfully
ugly. Regardless, we will sur
vive, we will survive!
Bill Blackshear

Ogilvy & Mather
Pfizer
Raynal&Cie
Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines

care for one another and bring

Sankofa Communications
Seagram Americas
Starrelt at Spring Creek
The Hunter, Miller Group
3-Tree Productions
World Wide Partners

The word Carnival comes from the Latin words for “good
bye to meat”. As early as the Middle Ages a tradition devel
oped that called for feasting prior to the 40-day period of
fasting known as Lent.This became the Carnival.

CHECK INN
Turn 50 and you're eligible for the
SouthTrust Silver Service Checking
Account. With travel perks, discounts
and offers that might just make you wish

Silver Service Checking

50

or
over

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

No charge for standard check orders

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM

To America

• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

No monthly fee for a SouthTrust
Check Card*

- WALK-INS WELCOME -

of disbelief and

AND

immense sorrow. To even try
and comprehend what has just

No charge for SouthTrust Online
Banking on the Web**

happened causes tremendous
heartache. My sympathies and

Special SouthTrust Visa® offer*
Dining and travel discounts and more

(727)419-1509

prayers go out to all the victims
and their families and I pray

Add even more value

with Silver Service Plus

that justice will be delivered.

Accidental death insurance coverage

AkhtarAhsan, Pakistan
To all of America, my
prayers go out to one and all. I
pray for all our leaders and law

Campbell-Ewald

will be ushered into a world
that is both wonderfully beau

Extension Weaving and Braiding

328-7189

your strong nation will pass

Amtrak

continue to rise in the east, the
seasons will change and babies

TOTAL HAIR CARE

unfortunately sacrificed their
lives for many (kind of like

one

before and we survived. .The
sun in ali its magnificence will

Our prayers are with you.
, The families, friends and associates of
The Chisholm-Mingo Group

Sk ear Essence

back to God.
Those innocent people

is

But, we, humankind, nave
suffered this level of assault

ike express our deepest sympathy, and concern to all of
those who have suffered the tremendous loss of loved ones.

you had turned 50 even a little earlier.

a

Here in Ireland the feeling

lized men; the ruin and annihi
lation is wrenching!

THIS WE KNOW

of you during this tragic

Jesus Christ) at the hands of

whole world and everyone
wants to see USA. I hope that

vehemence are paralyzing.
The injury is insulting to civi

(There is a light

the border, please know our

the human spirit and its ability

Mary

York and Washington are
shocking! The act, the gall and

be over soon and who did this
will be found!

Let us take this time to pull
together as a country and help

on NY and the Pentagon. The
USA is the dream land of the

sion. So simply stated, the
events of last Tuesday in New

disaster. I hope everything will

Bible about ‘killing the body
but not beingabie to touch the

Sandy Vazquez

leam that our faith in God is an
active faith. We must serve and

bring all mankind together.

eveiybody involved with this

time. Believe in the power of

them again!

The thoughts of our havi ng
to go to war again leaves me
saddened, but even the greatest

as their families and friends.

these horrible terrorists’ attacks

Some of the families have

will know )iow many people
they killed and I hope they see

. thoughts and prayers are with

part,

devil and for reasons that were

United States of America
everything they need. That’s

are with each and eveiy person
involved in the tragedy as well

back to dust from whence we
came, but the most important
our, spirit, our very being
is what will really matter in the
end, and we know that goes

individual?, but the work of the

is despair and sorrow. Let love

I September 21 - October V.

Theatre for Heart & Soul

Eye wear discounts
Telephone Shopping Service
Retail Brand Discounts

1 enforcement, military, and for
all the families of those lost. As

Jp

an Oklahoman, I can know
just about what all the people

by Zora Neale Hurston
conceived by George C. Wolfe

in these places are feeling. I

Music and dance bring together the tales of Central Floridians and Harlem

pray for the nation as a whole

dwellers, creating a passionate celebration of life.

and pray that those responsible
for this tragedy will be caught
' and soon. I know it won’t
bring back our loved ones, but
, knowing justice will be done

AMERICAN
STAGE
americanstage.org

call 727-823-PLAY

211 Third St. South, St. Pete.

in their names will bring some
comfort to us all.

Season Sponsor: Raymond James Financial

Media Sponsors: St Petersburg Times & clear channel Outdoor

Karen
I am so shocked and dis
mayed at the recent attacks in
NY and Washington, DC. I
watched the news and as they

SCALLOPS

played over the attacks, the

DONE RIGHT!

j

vivid images are ones that will
be etched in my mind for some
time to come. I have never

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD I

seen anything of this kind in

MARKET & REITAURANT

my lifetime. The scenes on the
television have made me shak
en, to the point of crying.
To think that it could hap
pen here, in our nation, in our
backyards. We had always
heard of things of this sort hap
pening overseas. But this has

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327-0309
320-0309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday . , . Gone Fishin1

FRIED, GRILLED,
SCAMPI OR
BLACKENED

DINNER
$9.49
HALF POUND $7.49
POUND
$11.99
____________ __

I

SouthTrustBank

You’re Not Just Another Customer. We’re Not Just Another Bank.

www.southtrust.com
1-800-CALL-STB

WHERE THE LOCALS 0UY... FOR OVER 21 YEARS

s^ssssssssssssssssssss

‘Subject to credit approval. "Online Bill Payment option is subject to a monthly fee. Minimum balances required to avoid monthly service charge. Member FDIC ©2001 SouthTrust
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Young, Gifted, Black And
Leading Florida’s Students
Working Against Tobacco
ORLANDO - She's a

“My -first objective is, to
work on rekindling that robust
spirit and energy that was

more students have become
aware of the dangers of tobac
co and in essence more lives
have been spared,” said Gib
son,
. •

Cleaning Up: There

ble costs of flood-proof

tent. savvy, well spoken, and

experienced during the first
year of SWAT’s existence. I’m
looking to boost county re

are several ways for home-

dedicated - yes, breakout all

cruitment efforts. We want to

SWAT is a grassroots

owners to dispose of tree

construction. Project appli
cations are currently being

the adjectives synonymous

reach out more to the youth
who arc not involved, includ

advocacy organization created
by Florida’s youth. The organi

limbs and brush that may
have fallen during Tropical

solicited through the City

zation’s 67 chapters (one for
each county in Florida) com
bat the manipulative tactics of

Storm Gabrielle. The Sani
tation Department asks res

Contact Lori O’Hearn,
in the Construction Ser

idents to try and place

vices Department, at the

the tobacco industry with the

brush in their provided

support of adult partnership
members who assist in the

containers. Or, take the

City of St. Petersburg,
(727) 893-7381.

items to one of six Re-

All About Water: This

cyclamats (Brush Sites),

week is National Pollution

open Monday through
Friday from 9am to 5pm,

Week. It’s a great time to
leam how to protect our

mover and a shaker, a go-get
ter, and an advocate for youths
who has left no stones
unturned. Intelligent, persis

with a youth who is up and
coming - and you still would

ing those who smoke. We

not have enough words to
describe Students Working
Against Tobacco (SWAT)

want them to see how great
this program is. We definitely

newly elected, first AfricanAdelle Jemison

American State Chair, Taitiara

Vyrle Davis

Gibson

Black Male Graduation Rate,
Among Other Things, Major
Concerns In Meetings With
School Board Members
ST.

PETERSBURG

Recently, the African-Ameri

• High percentages of
African-American students in

can Voter Research and Edu

Special Education programs

cation Committee (AAVREC)
and other concerned citizens

(last year, 6500 of 20,000 stu
dents were enrolled);

, concluded a series of noon-day
forums with individual school

• Low numbers ofAfrican- American males graduating

board members and the Super

with high school diplomas
(only 289 graduated last year);

intendent of Schools, Dr. J.
Howard Hinesley, at the St.
Petersburg Urban League

Gibson, a I7-year-old
senior at Flagler Palm Coast
High School in St. Augustine
was elected state chair by a
group of her peers at the Teen
Tobacco Summit 4 this past

June, will be to serve as a liaiadministrators who vacate . son between SWAT members
throughoutthe 67 counties and;
positions by retirements, etc.;
the Florida Department of
• The absence of African-

Americans in central adminis
trative departments, particular
ly in Personnel where respon

Health, Division of Health
Awareness and Tobacco.

want to start a more aggressive
youth advocacy,” said Gibson.
Another important initia
tive she,would like to tackle is
restricting the access of tobac
co products. One way SWAT
is doing is by getting local gov

sewer and reclaimed water

ernments to pass laws that
require that ail tobacco prod-

has a membership statewide of

resources through the
city’s new P2 Program by

/ucts are placed behind sales
counters.

with more than 40 percent

•1000 62nd Ave. NE;

watching “All About Wa

. minority
representation.
SWAT’s mission is to educate,

•7750 26th Ave. No.;
•2500 26th Ave. So.;

ter,” now airing on WSPFTV (channel 15 cable, 35

uhite and empower the diverse
segments of youth in Florida to

•4015 9th St. So.;

broadcast).

•3802 54th Ave. So.;

The program also dis

revolt against the manipulation

•2453 20th Ave. No.

cusses how water quality is
tested at our city’s labora

"We want to make sure
tobacco products are out of the
reach of youth.” Gibson said.
'lTiere are 18 counties in Flori
da with tobacco placement

sibilities lie for hiring instruc
tional staff, in curriculum

ly passionate about SWAT and

where only five of 200 are

what it stands for, which is

assigned, and in institutional
services;
• The difficulty not-for-

why I decided to run,” Gibson
said.
Gibson’s immediate, plan

zealous youth; Gibson still

to a Recyclamat, they can
schedule a special, free

Despite the hefty responsi
bilities that have been besto
wed on the shoulders of this

in Securing grants to provide

4.3 and remains active in a

other components in the latest
Court Order that ends supervi

rates of participation by.
African-American students in

sion of the Pinellas County
School System to ensure con

extracurricular activities;
• iTie slow response time
for recei ving requested infor

supplemental educational ser
vices for children because the
School Board competes for the
same funds.

and state initiatives, including
the newest SWAT Goes Holly
wood, where SWAT will take
on the movie industry to

service groups and activities.
She insists that SWAT is her

• Recruiting, hiring and

retention of African-American
expectation of responses from ? teachers (this year, ths percent
the School Board and the age of instructional staff is
Superintendent. The following
reported to be lower than last
issues were among the con year's 8%);
cerns raised:
• The distribution of
• The continuing achieve African-Americans in admin

right in their responses to ques
tion, concerns and issues
raised with promises to
research issues and provide
responses where information
was not readily available for
discussion during the sessions.
Subsequent to the forums

ment gap between African-

istrative positions (most are

and at a later School Board

Americans and white students;

concentrated at the assistant
principal level with minimal

meeting, the Board members
agreed to discuss the above

wide array of issues with an

• The incomplete reporting
of

disaggregated

student

a

upward mobility; there is one
black male elementary princi

concerns at
workshop on
Tuesday, Oct. 30th, 200J.

reported for only the Standard

pal);
• The shortages of African-

Concerned citizens should
plan to attend this workshop,

Curriculum track);

Americans prepared to replace

which is a public meeting..

achievement data by race (in
1999 and 2000, this data was

Battle Of Tampa Bay
III Brings World Class
Amateur Kickboxing
And Boxing To St. Pete
ST.

PETERSBURG -

has secured Grand Master

Action, passion, and competi

Frank Dukes, from Los Ange

Bayfront Center Box Office,

tion will thrill spectators when

les to provide commentary for

400 First Street South in

American Invitational Cham
pionships (AIC) located in St.

the evening. Dukes was the

downtown

subject of the movie Blood

Petersburg brings The Battle of

Sport and was portrayed in that

Doors open at 6pm and the
fight starts at 7pm. Box Office

Tampa Bay HI to the Bayfront

film by Jean-Claude Van

hours are Monday - Friday,

Center’s St. Petersbuig Times
Arena on Saturday, September

Bay III are available at the

St.

Petersburg.

Damme. He was the only

10am - 5pm and 90 minutes

American full contact fighter

29 at 7pm. The main event will

to win over 300 consecutive

prior to most performances.
Tickets are also available at all

match British Champion Phil

fights in Chinese competitions.

TicketMaster

Herridge against US Champi
on Andy Brown who has an

The Battle of Tampa Bay

outlets.

To

charge by phone, call Ticket-

LOS ANGELES-For the
past 13 years, Toyota Motor
Sales, USA, Inc. (TMS) has

Without question, this
year’s conference will contin

year’s conference will be held
Sept. 26th-29th under the

ter. Toyota’s continued and

Toyota

partial sponsorship of one
CBCF Congressional Fellow;
an outstanding graduate stu
dent selected to devbte nine
months

to learning the legisla

tial Arts at (727) 821-4097 or

igainst Ali Tareh. Santos was
ated #4 in the world in profes-

Bay Country Music, Budweiser King of B^ers, AIC Federa
tion, Fanitsa, Tampa Bay

:ional boxing and Ali Tareh is

Pilots, Direct Mail System,

i former kickboxing champi-

Inc., Netwise Technology,

)n from Iran. These two cham)ion professional fighters will

International Sports Karate
cision Printing, Police Athletic

md demonstrate fighting skills

gations Group, and El Cazador
Equestrian Center.
Tickets for Battle of Tampa

it the highest level. In addition
o this special highlight, AIC

League, Security and Investi

Sales,

U.S.A., Inc:, established in
1957, is the marketing, sales
. distribution and customer ser

environmental officer. As
board president of the Los

vice airn of Toyota America.

Angeles Urban League Auto

sold in 2000 and greater than
60 percent 6f those built in

motive Training Center (a part
nership with TMS), he over
sees this very successful pro
gram, which; has been nation
ally recognized for its out

With over 1.6 million vehicles

North America, Toyota is the
fourth-largest
automobile

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

research compiled has proven
to be of great value to its mem
bers and committees, as well

(727) 322-0024 ’ Cell (727) 542-2189

Pretty Feet by

as other elected officials.
In addition to' Toyota’s
senior vice president and chief
administrative officer, Douglas
M. West, will participate in one
of the- Conference’s Issue
“Diversity in the Automotive

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

r'""$i".OO““OFF“"!
pedicure
|
Monday - Wednesday
j_w/coupon • Appointment NecessaryJ

live Shakespeare sword
fighting on Saturday, Sept.
22nd, from 2-5pm. Actors
from the Academy of
Combative Arts will pre
sent thrilling swash-buck
ling sword play scenes
from Shakespeare’s “Ham
let”, “Macbeth” and “Ro
meo and Juliet” in the
Main Library Auditorium,
3745 9th Ave. North.
This event is free to the
public. For more info, call
893-7193.

The meeting, which is

at the St Petersburg Junior
College Administration Build
ing, 8580 66th Street N„ Pinel
las Park.
The Chair of the POC
Board, Jim McGarvey, will
preside.
For information, please
call 327-8690.

WE WELCOME V0UR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Relaxed Atmosphere
with
Gentle Care
General • Cosmetic • topbat
Besfibtry

•Dentures / Partials ‘Teeth Whitening
Relines & Repairs
»Crowns & Bridges
•Extractions
•New Patients And
•Cosmetic Fillings
Emergencies Welcome
•Financing Available
•Most Dental Insurance Accepted
•Strict Infection Control Policy
Se&ibbfepaa®!

Office Hours:
Mon, Tue, Thu 8:00 to 3:00
Wednesday 7:00 to 3:00

7880
entraI X\e

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician
Get

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

of

tersburg Main Public Li
brary will set the stage for

Mendee R Ligon, D.D.S. Reginald Ligon, D.D.S.

most substantive educational
program of the CBC, and the

sponsorship, the company’s

Swords

company in the United States.

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

Forums. The fomm, entitled

WOODIES
HAT BOX

agement departments. He
' chairs the Diversity Advisory
Council, and serves as 'IMS’

Motor

career. This program is the

Association, Bay News 9, Pre

lerform a friendly match to
howcase true sportsmanship

9pen to the public, will be held

tems, and law and risk man

burg’s Honorable Mayor Rick
Baker will be on hand to be a

ALL ARTICLES
SUBMITTED
MUST BE
TYPEWRITTEN
OR NEATLY
PRINTED

ber 25th.

years to come.

complement and define their

the event. Other major spon

commitment to education.

resources, information sys

of St. Petersburg. St. Peters

sors include WQYK Tampa

organization, will be held at
7:30pm on Tuesday, Septem

nities, they will face in the

ota’s commitment includes

next regularly scheduled meet
ing of the Board of Directors

policy arenas; with an eye
toward-preparing a new gener

Toyota’s corporate human

Dixon and a founder of the
CBC Spouses Programs. Toy

ST. PETERSBURG-The

motive company’s diversity
initiative and longstanding

Spouses Celebration of Lead

The

POC Meeting

political, legislative and public

Mr. West is responsible for

Bettye Dixon, widow of the
late Congressman Julian

program that reimburses
75 percent of certain eligi

of Pinellas Opportunity Coun
cil, Inc., a private non-profit

title sponsors of the “CBC

infomtation, call the Bayfront
Center Box Offite at (727)

viH feature Tampa Bay’s own
Diamond
David
Santos

ue elevating the influence of
African-Americans, in the

ation-of leaders for the chal
lenges, as well as the opportu

fit the Police Athletic League

key sponsor, Time Warner charge.
Communications will televise '

rates by 40 percent among , home above the flood
level.
middle school students and 18
To qualify, your two
percent among high school
losses
must have been doc
students.
umented either by flood
For more information on
claims paid by an insur
SWAT, call 1-877-GENance company or by a list
SWAT.
ing on the St. Petersburg
Repetitive Flood Loss List.
You must also be cov
ered by flood insurance.
The Flood Mitigation As
sistance Program (FMAP)
is a federally-funded grant

will be held Sept. 27th, at the

World Kickboxing Title. Three
other title fights will pit world-

American title.
A special exhibition fight

be used to elevate your

Washington Convention Cen

rhey will battle it out for the

itle, Southeast title, and North

with reducing teen smoking

in Washington,, D.C. This

tive process and public policy
disciplines that will ultimately

good will of the evening. As a

Shakespeare: The St. Pe

as Corporate Secretary,

ership,” which will honor Mrs.

For airing times and a

may be eligible to qualify
for federal loans that can

by African Americans, and

Not.”
TMS will be one of four

for

Tobacco. Since its inception in
1997, the program is credited

sional Black Caucus (CBC)
Legislative Conference, held

Change, The Mission Does

chloramination.
Money

called

893-7775.

also selves on Toyota's sevenmember executive committee,

Years...Times

7398.
Grant

water,

complete TV schedule, call

explores the challenges of
inclusion that are faced daily

“30

drinking

Flood Assistance: If your

sponsored the annual Congres

theme

Petersburg will disinfect its

pick-up by calling 893-

property has sustained two
losses from flooding, you

standing recruiting, training

expanded commitment to the
CBC further supports the auto

tory,
and
upcoming
changes to the way. St.

co companies and the Florida
Department of Health. Divi
sion of Health Awareness and

and job placement. Doug West

(727) 898-2100. For more

(727) 522-7284. Tickets may
be subject to a nominal service

settlement reached with tobac:,

Be in the Driver’s Seat?,”

Master at (813) 287-8844 or

part of the excitement and

use among youth and adults. It
is funded by the $11.3 billion

Industry: Can Minorities Ever

DI is a charity event and a por
tion of the proceeds will bene

892-5767 or Academy of Mar

I understand the important role
that this program plays in the
lives of youth and I want to be
a part of that. I have to be a part

prevent and reduce tobacco

Toyota Increases
Sponsorship
Commitment To CBC
Legislative Conference

undefeated record of 13 and 0.

;lass amateur kickboxers
igainst one another in the
]Uest for titles including a'US

variety of other community

expose the tobacco’s industry’s . first love and she would not
manipulation through films.
have it any other way.
Her role will be to oversee the
“SWAT is a priority to me.

projects and develop strategies
to enhance SWAT initiatives.

owners

a comprehensive initiative to

keeps a grade point average of

progress of the projects, coor
dinate events suiTounding the

property

expand that to all of Florida’s
67 counties.

of action is to focus on county

Board members, were forth

If

youth. This initiative is part of

profit community entities have

mation from district adminis

by Big Tobacco specifical ly by

cannot transport the items

the State mandate;
• The disproportionate

trative offices;

more than 15,000 students

ordinances. 'Gibson hopes to

convened to address issues
related to School Choice and

persons attending the forums
shared concerns regarding a

ship is open to ail middle and

Saturday and Sunday from

Building. The forums were

The thirty to thirty-five

planning and implementation
of activities. SWAT member

of St. Petersburg.

8am to 5:30pm at these
locations:

“It was an honor for me to
be elected state chair. I’m real

Those who attended the
forums agreed that School

of that. Since its inception,

high school aged youth and

• The absence of total cur
riculum to teach AfricanAmerican history according to

tinued desegregation.

CITY

10% OFF WITH THIS AD
Until 10/15/01
This offer may not be used with any other discounts.
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my nephew, but because of the
senselessness of this entire

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

attack.
This is a wake-up call for
not only our government lead
ers, but for each and every one
of us. If God continues to spare
my life, in a few months I will
be 93 years old. I know with
out a doubt, that now more
than ever before, God needs to

My heartfelt condolences

spared by just a few precious

be put back where he belongsin control of every aspect of

to all the victims and their fam

minutes. Instead of going di

our lives. Prayer has been

ilies whose lives were affected

rectly to work the morning of

taken out of the schools. There

by September llth’s tragedy.

Tuesday the llth, he was
asked by his wife to drop their
5-year-old daughter off at

are some people who want
Christ taken out of the word

Hats off to all the heroic rescue
workers who are diligently
working in the destructive

Christmas

by

spelling

it

“X”mas. This world has gotten

Submittedby Cornelia Roberts

school. Those few minutes
caused him to miss the plane
crashing into the west end of

In view of the recent at

the building. He arrived a few

tacks on two of our largest

minutes before that part of the
Pentagon collapsed. After fi

there is no God, there is no
peace; where there is no God,

aftermath.

populated cities in the U.S.,
New York and Washington,

away from God and is in an
awful condition. For where

there is nothing but chaos,

I, Cornelia Roberts,

nally getting to talk to him by
phone he stated that he had

destruction and lost
So, I am asking people ev

strongly felt how close this

never seen so much mass de

erywhere to join me in contin

tragedy has touched me and
one of our own hometown

struction, injury and death.

uous prayer for all the victims
and their families of last Tues

Summerfieldians.
My nephew, Ivory Rob

lives were taken. Thousands

DC,

erts, son of Dillon “DR” Rob
erts of Ocala, is employed at
our nation’s Pentagon. By the
grace of God, his life was

Innocent, and

precious

were injured, and some are still
missing. Can you just imagine

day’s attack on America.
Because if not for the grace of
God, it could have been us.

what those families are going
through? This really touched
my heart, not only because of

Howard Academy Safe
Haven —---------- —------OCALA - Tutoring has

puter program that is available

outreach program. Students in

started at Howard Academy

to anyone who wants to
refresh their skills. The lab is

subsidized day care centers are

Safe Haven. This year we have
changed our format and things

open Monday through Friday

filrns, and listen to stories, all

are done a little differently. We

from 8am to 5pm and on Sat
urdays from 8am to 12noon. If

thanks to our program which
goes into homes and centers.
Students: In October, we will

(Scholastic Aptitude Test) Prep

those hours are not convenient,
please call the Academy to
arrange for a time that is con

start a new volunteer program

program and a math and sci

venient for you.

for middle and high school stu

are offering homework help,
reading, tutoring for those in
grades K through 5, a SAT

ence program for those in
grades 6 through 12. There are
plans for a reading program for
those in grades 6 through 12.

Alive With Jazz!
by Bill Blackshear
DUNNELLON - Penn
sylvania' Avenue and Cedar
Street were alive with music
during the Fourth Annual Jazz

Up Dunnellon festival Satur
day evening.
The streets and sidewalks
were crowded with music
lovers as they enjoyed the

many musical groups. ?
,

A late afternoon shower

had festival-goers running for
cover but hardly put a damper
on the festival.

■CLAST (College Level
Academic Skills Test) Test

Jo

Kathy
Mier, Doc Redwater and The Mike McArthur

year promises to be even more
exciting with more performers

Prep for Teachers and College
Students: All teachers have'to

Iiiz7. Band of Tampa were only

and more visitors.

pass the College Level Assess-

a few of the many groups performing at the festival. Next

Donations to this most

OCALA - Eta Tau Omega

Saturday, Sept. 29th, 2001,

High; 'Kamaria Renea Fields,

Community College Daycare.

Chapter of Alpha Kappa

I2noon at the Ramada Inn

Alpha Sorority, Inc., presents

Convention Center, 3810 NW

North Marion High; Cheyekeye Nichole Scott, Dr. N. H.

“Fashion Fusion” for its annu
al scholarship benefit. This

Blitchton Road.
Seven young ladies are
aspiring to wear the “Fash

important scholarship benefit
year, the Sorority contributed are requested and appreciated.
For further information
.over $3,000.00 in scholar
and
ticket availability, contact
ships. The following young

extravaganza is a combination
of 2001 “Fashionetta” pageant
and luncheon. ,
This eventi will be held on

ionetta” Crown. They are
Christina Dion Aiken andRosalyn Florence Jones, Vanguard

Jones Elementary; Aundrinea
Monquita Nelson, Saddle
.Wood Elementary; Tiffany
Antionette Richardson, Oakcrest Elementary; and Latreyia
Janae Smith, Central Florida

For the 2001-02 academic

ladies were recipients: Dowan- Beverly Neasman, (352) 351na M. Howard, LaRosa 1659. '
Osbourne, Amanda Baptiste
and Keisha Simpson.,

401 (k) investment Choices
bv Michael L. Collins

more growth-oriented invest

in a variety of risk categories.

course, yotir investment strate
gy depends not only on the

ments and were able to earti a
10% annual return, your

By diversifying among them,

40 l(k) assets would grow to , best suits your personal situa
$262,123 in the same period-a tion, your financial goals and
more than $77,000 difference your risk tolerance. If you need

OCALA - Retirement
planning used to be relatively

to a maximum amount. Many

easy. All you had to do was
work with a good company for

employers match your defer

number of years to retirement,

rals in some say, and your con

but also on your individual

a large part of your career and
then collect your pension

tributions arid those of your

goals and risk tolerance.
As a hypothetical compar

employer are placed in a spe

checks in retirement. In recent

cial retirement account for

years, the traditional employer-

your benefit. You choose how

ison between a growth invest
ment approach and a conserv

provided pension plan has

you want your retirement ac

ative one, assume that you earn

undergone a transformation.

count money invested.
Usually you will have .the

$50,000 a year and wish to

Previously, most pension’ plan
investments were directed by
the employer or a trustee.
Today, most employers,
have adopted or are in the
process of adopting 40l(k)s or
a similar type of retirement
plan. These plans give more of

t

closer to retirement age. Of

fer a percentage of your income-typically 1% to 15% up,

retire in. 15 years. Assuming

opportunity to make choices • you defer 10% of your income
from among a number of in ($5,000) into a 401(k) plan
each year and assuming that
from conservative to aggres . your employer matches 50
sive. Some financial advisors cents on every dollar you defer,
believe that a conservative ap ($2,500), you will accumulate
vestments ranging in style

proach to retirement planning

$7,500 annually in the plan.

the retirement. planning re

may not provide sufficient

sponsibility back to the em

funds for retirement over the

Assume you choose more
conservative investments with

ployee. If you participate in

long term. That’s why many

a return of 6% annually. In this

such a plan, generally you

professional advisors recom

case yopr 401(k) account will

must decide how your 401 (k)

mend a growth or a moderate

grow to $185,044 in 15 years.

plan assets will be diversified

growth approach to investing

If inflation averages 4%< a year,

and invested.
Basically, a 40l(k) plan al

when you are young, with a
gradual shift to a more conser

your 40l(k) money will grow
just slightly faster than infla

lows you, the employee, to de-

vative outlook as you move

tion. If, however, you selected

you can create a portfolio that

between the conservative re

more information about your

sult and the growth result. Of
course, this, example is for il

401 (k) plan account, be sure to
consult a financial profession-

lustrative purposes only. The • al.*
Consult your tax or legal
actual results will vary depend
ing on your specific invest advisors before making any
ment choices and market con

tax- or legally-related invest

ditions.
Most 401(k) plans offer a

ment decisions.

Recreation:

on Saturdays? We have the

computer lab time. The' pro

to teach in the Marion County
School. System. This test is

GED Classes: If you are

given monthly and teachers
have one year in which to pass.

16 or older and would like to
go through the program, call

There are four parts: Eng

Volunteer Program for

dents. The program, Kids
Helping Kids, will send volun
teers into hospitals and homes
to visit other kids who have

program for them. We offer a j non-communicable diseases.
program full of arts and crafts,
The volunteers will always
sports, time in the library, and be accompanied by supervis
gram hours are 10am to 3pm.
Students need to bring a snack
and a bagged lunch.

• ment Scholastic Test in order

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc., Presents “Fashion Fusion”

Saturday

Looking for something for
your elementary students to do

able to check out books, view

for an appointment.

lish/ language skills, reading,

Library Program: We are

math, and essay. We are now
offering a remediation com-

now reaching over 1,000 stu

ing adults.
If you would like for your
child to participate in this most
rewarding program, please call
Ms. Hagans at 629-7082. Vol
unteer slots are limited.
Make steps that count.
Take advantage of our free
programs. All you need to do is
register!

dents a month in our library

Free Guide Offered
bv Florence Williams Ray
OCALA - A free guide is
being offered to educators and

al.org.

parents that will help them tjisctiss violence with their chil

lence, such as the recent terror

dren. The guide is being
offered by Educators for

Washington, DC. In addition

about their concerns and
The guide is designed to explore issues of conflict,
help adults discuss acts of vio peace and security from per
ist attacks in New York and

sonal and global perspectives.
For more information,

Social Responsibility and is

contact ESR’s executive direc
to the guide, ESR has posted tor, Larry Dieringer, at (617)
classroom lessons designed to 492-1764, ext. 18 or ldieringer

available at www.esmation-

help teachers talk with students

@esmational.org.

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extention Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director/Moderator
Dr. O. Van Pinkston, Moderator Emeritus

Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351 -5029 or 352-237-5215
FAX: 352-369-0998

number of investment choices

Licensed:
BOB HOPE, WILBERT PRINCE,
ARTHUR GRAY, FELIX WOODS
^Barber JBijtrp"
Anybody Could Cut Your Hair, But Could
Anybody’Give You What You Want?

306 SW Broadway
Ocala, FL 34475

Specializing In:
Afros • Regular Cuts
Fades • Designer Cuts
Drawing Cuts * $8.00 & Up

Monday & Tuesday Evenings 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Saturday 8:00-10:15 a.m.
Satellite Putnam Hall, Florida at the Abilene Baptist Church
Thursday Evenings 7:Q0-9:00 p.m. & Saturday 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Offering Degrees in Theology & Religious Education
Masters Program

Located At:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana
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North Central Florida
Society

In
Ocala
by
Florence
Williams Ray

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Presenting Zelcha Z. Maxwell from Vanguard High School, now attending Central Florida
Community College and Keenya Thomas, from North Marion High School, now employed in

Ocala
News

dllii
B

/

by James Thorpe

Empowered For Tornorrow”.
On Saturday, Sept. 22nd
starting at 9:00 until, the men
will be engaged in a variety ofspiritual-filled workshops.
On Sunday, Sept. 23rd,
you are invited to wofship with
us on our Men and Women’s
Day Dual Program. Men’s

MINISTERS, DEACONS,

Saturday, 9am, the Quar

LAYMEN AND YOUTH

terly Session of the Associa

CONGRESS

tion convenes at The Christian

This auxiliary to the Sec
ond Bethlehem Baptist Asso
ciation will convene with Unit
ed Missionary Baptist Church
of Reddick, FL, wliert-diie
Rev. Nathaniel E. Rawls is

Education Center, 1105 NW
4th St. in Ocala.
Each church is asked to
bring $50 for the Quarterly
Session of tlie Association.
Sermonetteto be given by

Day program is at 11 am. The
Women’s Day program is at
3pm. Our theme is ‘Women
United For Christ”. The
Promises of The Gospel will
render songs of praises. Evan
gelist Linda Robert from
Geoigia will be guest speaker.
Please come and be
blessed.

Pastor. ,
This Gdngress will be held

Rev. R. L. Lawrence, who Will
be in charge; speaker, Minister

GREATER HOPEWELL

Sept. 26th-30th, with Dr. Fred

Mauricia Farmer; alternate,,
Minister Arthur McGruder.

QUARTERLY SESSION

Maeweathers, Sr., Moderator,
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator

Sunday at 11am, United

Emeritus.
Wednesday night, Sept.
26th, beginning at 7:30pm will

Baptist will be in charge. Ser
mon by Rev. Joseph H. Strick

be Young People’s Night, fea
turing youth choirs from Unit
ed (Reddick), Greater New
Bethel (Flemington), Liberty
Chapel (Fairfield) and Willow
Plant (Citrus).
On Thursday night, Sept.

Everyone is encouraged
and invited to join us Sunday,
Sept. 23rd at 5pm for our Ecu
menical Service at First Pres

land; alternate, Rev. Robert

byterian Church, 511 SE 3rd

Hamilton. At 3pm, sermon
given by Rev. Gregory Pel

Street Fellowship Hour will

ham; alternate, Rev. Michael
Baker, Sr.

at (352) 622-8960, 629-9609

because they haven’t renewed

raise money for Interfaith’s
Feed The Children project.

Officials noted that most of
the people who are eligible for

The Fall Harvest Festival on
the Square and Scarecrow
Contest will be held Oct. 26th

SERVICE

CHURCH

Faison and congregation from

We extend greetings to all!
The New Chapel Missionary
Baptist Church family, under

Dr. F. Maeweathers, Sr.,
Moderator, reminds ail Pastors

nate, Rev. Bruce Chatman.
Friday night at 7:30pm,
Rev. Willie Kingcade and con
gregation from Temple of

James Sr., cordially invite you
to wofship with us.

People’s Congress.

Baptist

Dwayne Williams, United

Church will be in charge; alter

Conference program will be

Baptist Church and Minister

observed

Mauricio Farmer, Pleasant

nate,

Missionary
Minister

Frankie

in

this

service.

Everyone is invited to come

McClendon.

tliis fall when the new addition

L. Lawrence (Presiding Sept.
30th, 3pm); Rev. E. E.
Chisholm; Dr Cecil Wilson
(Ordination Prayer Sept. 30th,
3pm); Rev. Greg Pelham (Pas
tor and Preacher Sept. 30th,
3pm) and Rev. Nathaniel
Rawls, Pastor.
Installation Service for
Rev. Bruce Chatman will be
held at East Lake First Baptist
Church, Oct. 28th, 3pm, Dr. E.
F. Broxton, preaching; Rev.

Your Letters
To The
Editor Are
welcome

View Baptist.

in 1968 - Carl Stokes in Cleve
land and Richard Hatcher in

Jesse Jackson in building a
rainbow coalition and reached

don’t see as many being elect

Once bastions of white
leadership, cities across the

out for Hispanic support, he

adding that some highly quali

said.

fied candidates may be thriv

discrimination in American
society, says a University of

countiy became governed by

Once in office, black may-

blacks strongly. Oriented to

Florida researcher and author

integratingpolice and munici
pal offices and carrying out

ore generally pushed very tra
ditional political agendas that

rise, of black mayors ranks as
important as ihe civil rights
movement in fighting racial

military retirees who served 20
or more years. The Retired
Officers Association has been
tapped by the federal govern
ment to find retirees or their
dependents who are eligible
for the program before the
October deadline.
- Officials from tlie program
estimate that thousands of men
and women nationwide have

2,900

Center,

Downtown

Development Commission,
Marion County Farmer's Mar
ket, Central Florida Communi
ty College and the University

of Florida ExtensioriService.

For more information, call
Linda Myhre, Marion County
4-H Club program assistant,
620-3455.

square-foot

addition will provide the more
than 100 youths who visit the
center each day' during the
summer ample room to partic
ipate in games and other recre
ational activities. It also will
' provide an additional facility to
accommodate
community
meetings and events.
Tlie addition is the latest of
several improvements made to
the facility in recent years. The

CHURCH DEDICATION
SERVICES

The

Pentecostal

Full

Gospel Crusade Church fami
ly is pleased to announce and
jnvite the public to the official
dedication services for the new
PFGC Worship Center located
on North Highway 441 (5105
N. U.S. Highway 441, Ocala,
FL). !

The average car loses 65
to 70 percent of its value dur
ing the first five years.

Services will begin on Fri

Brooks, Chaige to the Church;
and Rev. Allen Waters, Charge

UF Researcher: Rise Of Black Mayors
Ranks With Civil Rights Movement —
GAINESVILLE - The

October 1st, 2001 is the

opens.
The

door

Here are a few Web sites
you may want to watch:
Aboutseafood.com at www.
aboutseafood.com.
American Society of Health
System Pharmacists at
www.safemedication.com.
The Kingsford Products
Company at www.kings
ford.com.
Bernhardt Shopping Tips
at www.bernhardt.com.
Stewart House Publishing,
Inc. at www.stewarthouse
pub.coni.
Junior Achievement at
www.ja.org.
Sally Beauty Company at
www.asksally.com. .
The Powder Coating Insti
tute at www.powdercoat
ing.org.
Wolverine® Siding systems
at www.siding.com.

Jerome Gamble, presiding; Dr.
L. S. Edwards, prayer; Dr. T. L.

On Sunday, Sept. 30th at
3pm, we will ordain Minister

On Friday, Sept. 21st at
7:30pm, the Annual Men’s

NW 22nd Road, will see Ihe

DEADLINE

Sunday Fellowship, Ministers,
Deacons, Layman, and Young

s The Lillian Bryant Recre

PROGRAM GIVES

it’s time again for the Fifth

the leadership of Rev. Izell

Discovery Science and Out

tary; Dr. Burdell Strickland;

ORDINATION

27th at 7:30pm, Dr. Wayne

the direction of Gary Linn. The
sponsors of this event are
Brick City Center for the Arts,

indoor space it has, available

held Friday, Sept. 21st, 7pm.

NEW CHAPEL

For more information, cali
Jim Chandler at 237-3139, or
Henry Ince at 873-1001.

for programs almost double

deadline for the new Tricare
for Life health program for

Proceeds raised through
the Scarecrow Contest are ear
marked for the Interfaith Feed

ation Center. located at 1211

Bernard Tuggerson and Bish
op Cleveland Dennison.

chaired by Ellen Gilchrist.

the Children program under

CENTER UNDERGOES
EXPANSION

or Mae Faison at (352) 5953430. Overseers are Bishop

from .5-7:30pm on the Down

and their survivors?

LILLIAN BRYANT

tion, contact the PFGC Church

town Square. The event is

ans, their spouses, dependents

MILITARY HEALTH

Dr. T.L. Brooks (Chaige to
Preachers Sept. 30th, 3pm);
Rev. J. H. Strickland; Rev. R.

FEED THE CHILDREN

their military ID cards.

Rev. Stanley Jacobs, catecizer;
Rev. Warren Hardaway, secre

follow this service.
Trustee Meeting will be

MISSIONARY BAPTIST

Canaan Missionary Baptist
Church will be in charge; alter

Catechizing will take place Croskey, Sept. 18th; Margaret
at the Seminary Building, Sat-, Edmondson Presley, Sept.
urday, Sept. 29th at 1:30pm. 20th; arid Isiah Cogdeli, Sept.
The following persons are 22nd..
asked to be on the presbytery:

11am, dedication celebration
will take place.

Participants are needed for
the Scarecrow Contest to help

go out to Patricia Danielly.
Sept. 16th; Barbara Jackson

child care. Both are Class of 2001 graduates. This is 14 students of 98. More next week.

and take part. The theme is
“Christian
Men
Being

GREETINGS
Happy birthday greetings

cial dedication service will be
held. On Sunday, Sept. 30th at

not registered for the program

Tricare for Life is designed

Keenya Thomas

Dedication Service). On Satur
day, Sept. 29th at 6pm, the offi

PROJECT UNDERWAY

j

to provide free medical cover
age to Medicare-eligible veter

Zelcha Z. Maxwell

day, Sept. 28th at 7:30pm (Pre-

Over an outside basketball
court, the walking trail partial
ly paved, additional triiil light

These services will contin
ue throughout the entire month
of October. For more informa

are unaware of their status.

Patricia Danielly

center has had a roof placed

ing installed, new shuffle
board courts added and tennis
courts resurfaced.

the program are women
whose husbands have died and

Grace

ed

today,”

Colburn

said,

The following
Florida Lottery
Scratch-Off Games
officially end Friday,
September 28,2001.

ing in the new economy or fear
being vilified if they run for

included- sponsoring urban

public office.
Racial inequality “contin

Cool 7's

Market Windfall

Swinging Cash

policies aimed at helping the

renewal projects, lowering the

ues to hang over American

poor, Colburn said. Their suc

tax base to attract businesses

Florida Wildlife

the American political process

Money Tree

Wild 7's

in ways that nobody ever
imagined, not only for black

cess encouraged many other

and urging greater support for
police departments to fight

society despite the gains and
contributions of these black

Instant Battleship

Mucho Dinero

Win For Life

mayors,” he said. “What is

Lucky Clovers

Soccer Fever

citizens but for other minorities

oral office.
.
One popular strategy of

crime, he said.

University of Florida provost,
historian and co-author with

black candidates to turn out the
white vote - first used by Will

meeting the needs of senior cit

pens, race won’t stand out as

UF history professor Jeffrey

ington Webb in Denver - was

izens as urban populations age

Adler of the

book

speaking to neighborhood res

an issue. We’ ll just see the per
son, not the race or ethnicity.

“African American Mayors:
Race, Politics and the Ameri

idents in the homes of liberal

and those of immigrants from
far’, comers of the globe as

whites who were sympathetic

cities become polyglots, he

can City,” (University of Illi

tp civil rights changes, he said.

nois Press, 2001).
' ' The number of American

In cities with large Hispan

said.
“Despite the successes of

ic populations, black candi

black mayors throughout this

black mayors grew from two

dates followed the lead of

period - 1968 to 1996 - we

of a new book on the subject.
“Black mayors opened up

as well.” said David Colburn,

new

9

black candidates to seek may-

__

needed is more leadership

Challenges black mayors

positions being held by black

face in the 21 st century include

Americans. When that hap

All winning tickets must be redeemed by Tuesday, November 27, 2001.
Prizes less than $600 may be redeemed at any Florida Lottery retailer;
prizes $600 and over must be claimed at a Florida Lottery office. For the

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

location of a Lottery office near you, call 850-487-7777.
Florida Lottery.
©2001 Florida Lottery

Must be 18 or older. Please play responsibly.

www.flaIottery.com
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Sil Austin, A
St. Pete Great

Main Street Now
Teen
Poetry Moses White
Contest Boulevard---------

bv Bill Blackshear
My friend, Nathaniel King

album, “Sil Austin Play Pretty
for the People". Upon listen

Dear Readers,
This is faithful writer,
Khana, and I’m here to
write to you about two

Entries accepted Friday, Sep

St.

tember 14 - Friday, October
12. Winners will be notified by

Petersburg in the ‘70s and I
had an opportunity to meet
him and to get an old album

things.
The first thing is my

Friday, October 18.
You’ve been moved by

much appreciated artist.
Sil died on Sept. 1st in
. Atlanta, GA of prostate cancer.
The Dunnellon native moved

He leaves to mourn his
passing relatives in Hartford,
CT, New York, St. Petersburg,
Jacksonville, North Carolina

to St. Petersbuig some 60 odd

and Topeka, Kansas. He was

or last week’s episode of
“Dragonball Z”.

laid to rest on Saturday in

by Bill Blackshear

Here’s a

TAMPA

Recently,

The Diabetes
Connection

DIPPER (Diabetes Interven
tion ’ Prevention Porch Em

disease and have high blood

Anniversary of a bold, innova

General is a state-approved

pressure. Symptoms include:

tive advance in medicine: the

trauma referral center for pedi

opening

atrics.
Children’s medical, psy
chological and social needs

powerment Resources) offers

• frequent urination

free,diabetes education classes

. • excess thirst

of the Pediatric Emer-

, gency Care Center.

with an exercise and fitness

• extreme hunger
• blurred vision

Tlie PECC was the first
emergency, care facility for

program led by Ray Sanderlin.

• tingling or numbness in

children on Florida's west

hands or feet
• veiy diy skin
•slow-healing sores
• frequent infections
If you have the disease or

St. Petersbuig through educa
tion on risk factors, warning
signs, availability of accessible

aforementioned

services, nutrition and more
about the importance of med

For' this reason, Tampa

coast when it opened on Sept.
21, 1981. And it. continues to
lead the way in pediatric emer
gency care, according to Dr.
James Hillman, one of the
PECCs first physicians and a

‘‘Children aren’t just little
adults,” Dr. Gaar says. “They
need an area where specially

and where the entire family

ication.
If you are African-Ameri

DIPPER office for support.
The DIPPER office is

‘emergency’ were not men
tioned in tlie same breath. At

can, Hispanic, Native Ameri

located at 162116th St. South.

can or a Pacific Islander, you
are at high risk for Type II Dia

Educational classes are held at

the same time, it was very
‘avant-garde’. Now, it’s veiy

the Enoch Davis Center, 1111

expected,” Dr. Hillman says.

beat should be about 160. In

betes. That doesn’t mean
you’ll necessarily develop the

18th Ave. South, Monday

“Virtually every laige hos
pital in Florida now has special

comparison, a 16-year-old’s

accommodations for children,
which is a direct effect of what

cause for worry,” he says.
In 2000, 13,413 children

we did 20 years ago,” he says.
What continues to separate

cording to Emergency Care

are experiencing any of the
symptoms,

evenings from 6-8pm.
For more information on
DIPPER, contact the Center

at

(727)897-9129.

starting at about age 30. ’
you are overweight, have a
sedentary lifestyle, have low

Robert

Mahaffey Theatre.
Staff and Council wel

Charlie Akins

The Market Place

(904) 696-7690

Saturday & Sunday Only

Pager 876-3145

1-95 North Exit 128

Jacksonville, FL

Row B Booth 23-27

(|WfRp

■CARWASH)
(QUIKLUBE)

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
•24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash ,

ter, Soon after we finished

whole lot more things that

cabin, we immediately set

doing the challenge course,

happened but you have to

off to go on a “Challenge

• we had dinner, and for din
ner we had some meatloaf.

stay tuned for the rest.

The meatloaf tasted pretty

Also coming next
week, I will have an exclu

is where you didn’t have
obstacles that are made

good, well, at least better
than the way it looked, but

sive that will be very bene
ficial for us teenage girls.

purposely to challenge the
minds and bodies of young
teenagers. For example,

I had some snack's • in my

So stay tuned for next

cabin.

week’s article! Peace!!! A

Course”.
A “Challenge Course”

PALM HARBOR - Join
the Team help us heal the hurt.

,4

raiser to benefit Directions’
outreach programs that pre
vent child abuse and neglect at

the Florin, Roebig & Walker
Building, 777 Alderman Road
(east of Alternate 19), Palm
Harbor, FL.
Bring your teamarid share
in the lun Saturday, October
6,2001,6-10pm. I

• Buffet Dinner

Chief Davis

Afterwards, our group

• Outdoor Games

Live Entertainment by

’Casual Attire

‘Phoenix”
• Silent Auction - Sports
memorabilia,
autographed
items, sports equipment, tickcLs. restaurant & resort gift certificates, artwork and more.
• Celebrities

is

Wear your favorite team’s;
logo.
For reservations or infor7
matron, call 524-4464, ext.
1700.

Retiring!

Join JM.inJ^hin©
Chief (5oi.iathJ.Davis,

ill
FARpW^gf^^OD|-UCK

DETAILING
CENTER
SINCE 1958

327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday ^Saturday_
FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH
SAVE $1°°

30 pt. Oil Change &

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH :

READING IS
VITAMINS
FOR THE
MIND

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

, Car Wash, iilaeiionii.
1000,Tri-Foam Wax System,
' Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel.Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

M4.00

*11.50

*9.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)

Plus Tax .• (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 9/28/01

Coupon EXPIRES 9/28/01

Safety Cheftk
Includes Oil, Filter, '
PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash"

Polish Wax, Blue
Coral Poly Sealant, Air

Soft Cloth Car ■.
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

.

$27.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $29.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 9/28/01

2001
A
8:3C§|M.)

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

son, of Florida Department
Children & Families, Michael

of

When we first got to our

When:
Time:

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

"FRESH
'N SHINE"
SAVE *2”

ance Investment^ Christel Vin

key, chickens, pigs, and all
sort of other i animals.

that task, our working . Loser”.
That night I had so
together made the next
obstacles work much bet ’ much fun.' There was a

Repairs while you wait

Master Jeweler

THE "
WORKS!
SAVE s250

Battaglia, of Battaglia Insur

our theme song was,
“Survivor, and We Are the

was already at 13,935, and the
volume continues to climb,
Lou Ann says.

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE
SAVE $2M

come new members: Brenda

into the river.
My canoe ended up
being the last canoe, and

4th Annual Fund RaiserSports Night 2001

Master Jeweler &
.
Designer of Fine Jewelry

teer at All Children’s Hospital,
Ronald McDonald House,
Habitat for Humanity, and

I would deliberately jump

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

Wharrie, Attorney at Law, and
Secretary, Mary Byrd, a volun

spider fell in my boat, then

Ann MorrisS. By last week, the
number of patients in. 2001

by

8690, ext. 26.

der was going to fall in my
boat, and at that time, if the

Center Nurse Manager Lou

Lynette Buchanan of Enoch

2001 at 3pm.

spider, and the spider was
on the biggest spider web.
I was so scared that the spi

were treated in the PECC, ac

1 Custom Jewelry

on Tuesday, September 25,

opening was the biggest

heartbeat of 160 would be

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Davis Center.
The Council still has open
ings for new members. For
more information, call 3T1-

through a really narrow
opening, and on top of the

be very worried. Infant’s, heart

children are treated in the same

Whelan, of the City of Laigo
Community Center and

2500 M.L. King
St. S.
St. Pete, FL
33705

about one hour to accom

ing animals.
We also had to go

“For example, if a new
born had a heartbeat of 80, I’d

the PECC. At most other trau
ma centers, severely injured

RSVP Advisory
Council Meeting

Chairperson,

unit can be involved.”

atric traumas also are treated in

levels of “good” or HDL, cho

Vice

‘pediatric’ and

TGH’s pediatric emergency
room from the rest is that pedi

You are at additional risk if

bor Retirement Community,

After seeing how long
it. took my class to finish

Director Dr. Gregory Gaar.

the words

Serving as Chairperson is
Kristie Rowe, of College Har

way, it seemedi like we
were in the ' country
because there . were so
many cows, horjses, don

Inc., is holding this year’s fund

now is the time to take the nec

300 East Bay Drive in Laigo

ferent ways and strategies
on how to make it work.

Tire Board of Directors of
Directions for Mental Health,

essary precautions or call your

2002 at the Hospice of Florida,

really far north/ On our

they, therefore, need a separate
facility, says PECC Medical

key player in its founding.
“When we first opened,

for the new fiscal year 2001-

we didn’t think “outside
the box” and explore dif

Send Your
Letters to:

differ from those of adults and

trained personnel can take into
account each child’s develop
mental stage and physiology

Retired Senior Volunteer Pro
gram will hold its first meeting

Our retreat took place
in Alafai, Ftorida,\which is

Moses White is still remem
bered.

nel as adult patients.

lesterol, have cardiovascular

ST. PETERSBURG-The

things.

area and by the same person-

ST. PETERSBURG-The

disease, but it does mean you
should be screened regularly
by a physician, preferably

of kids at Christmas.

thought that our own ways
were the ways to go, and

We Welcome
Yowr Letters
To the Editor

tember 21st, Tampa General

health disparities within the
greater South Central area of

and not to rely on material

pride to signs proclaiming that

Hospital will celebrate the 20th

DIPPER’S mission is to
eliminate racial and ethnic

cents) and feeding thousands

ty and concern. White, a Geor

TAMPA-On Friday, Sep-

to the entire community along

ten to everyone’s ideas, we

a man known for his generosi

Tampa General
Hospital Pediatric
ER Celebrates 20
Years —----- -------

across to the other two
pieces of the bridge. That

appreciate nature more,

poetic form, style or length.

For more information call
903-2280.

pieces of wood to get

cooperation, we didn’t lis

paper. Express yourself in any

the winners.

figure out how to use two

my eyes in a sense to

Folks living or working on
Main Street can point with

selling hot docs (three for 25

tors,' .snakes, water moc
casins, and .other disgust

This retreat really opened

Tampa honored. Moses White,

gia native, became famous

Bridge”, where you had to

plish, The reason being, we
didn’t have very much

chance to put your thoughts on

Poems will be judged by a
panel, and prizes awarded to

Atlanta.

-

was infested with alliga

10th through Sept. llth.
Moses White

in your family, your first kiss,

there was an “Incomplete

obstacle took my class

beautiful rainbow, the near
death experience of someone

ing that era.

ride at all. I ended up tip

Freshman Retreat that hap
pened on Monday, Sept.

something- whether it was a
«Sil Austin

world. He was a renowned and

musical climate of die ci ty dur-

had gone on a canoe ride.

ping over- into a river that

Week. October 14 - 20, at the
New Tampa Regional Library,
10001 Cross Creek Blvd.

ing to the album, I became a
lifelong fan of Sil’s music.

years ago and grew up in the

directly before the walk, I

by Khana A, Riley

annual Teen Poetry Contest to
commemorate Teen Read

he loaned me a copy of the

cover autographed.
He lived in Atlanta, GA,
but performed all over the

ever happened to me. It
was late at night, and

The ride in that canoe
was not the .most enjoyable

to 18 - participate in our 4th

duced me to Sil Austin when

visited

was the scariest thing that

TAMPA - Teens ages 12

(now deceased), first intro

Sil Austin

had decided to go on a
“Solo Walk”. That walk

C, upon EXPIRES 9/28/01

(Reg. $10.95)

Location:

' ^PRTHEmtceORNEjR^E 6th AVENUE
Southend ^^treet South
' ■

Everyone

is invited
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Luncheon

from pg, 1

different story. Margaret and

gather at her home - a home

morning, ending late evenings,

her son Jeffrey enjoy putting
their culinary skills together

away from home.
Life for Mayor Baker, the

getting to know and woik with

group of people that I leam so
much from,” he reminded

departments, administration,

them.

chief, economic development,

waterfront

minority hiring, education,
22nd Street Redevelopment,

SWIFIMUD.
the Mayor were: Vyrle Davis,
Terry Bradley, Dr. Walter

while serving the community

past five months, has been a

developing work strategies,

Some of the other areas

at the same time. The Mayor

big turn from the way it used to

promoting inter-ethnic rela

addressed by the very soft-spo

thanked the hostess for a swell

be. On an average day, his
schedule begins early in the1

tions, getting to know counsel
“and they’re all a wonderful

ken Mayor Baker included:

city administration, CDBG
process, Mid-Town, return of
Job Corp to the aiea, election

water issues, the new police

charter, environmental issues,

job and for allowing them to

Fernando
USF
Vargas vs. Jose
‘Shibata’ Flores
“the Network of Champions”,
presents a night of junior mid
dleweight action when the

from Oxnard, CA, takes on the
tough veteran Jose ‘Shibata’
Flores (42-8, 24 KOs), from
Navojoa, Mexico, in a sched

presentation

uled 12-round, 154-pound title

World Championship Boxing:
Fernando Vargas vs. Jose ‘Shi

fight. The fearless Vargas lost

HBO

Sports

bata’ Flores airs live Saturday,

his title to Felix Trinidad last
December in a showdown

September 22nd from the

many considered the fight of

Mandalay Bay Events Center

the year. Now, he’s looking not

in Las Vegas. The HBO Sports

only to regain a world title but

broadcast team of Jim Lampley, Larry Merchant and

also to reestablish himself as

Geoige Foreman will be ring
side for the action, which will

one of the dominant fighters in
the sport. He secured his first

paign. At one point he was

to openly enroll freshmen
at USF St. Petersburg, we

gree in political science.
Now nearing completion

a welfare reform and edu

needed a second student

cation lobbyist for the Los
Angeles County Depart

recruiter to tap new mar
kets,” Heller said. “Build

of his graduate program in
public administration at

and

Welch, Johnny Welch, Mike

and associate, Tamara Felton-

Dove, Deveron Gibbons, Pas

Those >n attendance with

tors Louis Murphy and Brian
Brown, Elder Clarence Welch,

Dudley and Najiyyah Shaheed.

Smith, Bob Gilder, David

ment of Children and Ser
vices and also worked for

from pg. 1

with the exception of the Uni

Florida declined slightly, but

dents.”

versity of Florida.
• While African-American

increased significantly at Flori
da State University.

are initial enrollment figures

The enrollment numbers

enrollment as a percent of the

On USF’s success, Presi

reported by the universities

entering class and in terms of

dent Judy Genshaft said,

ing our minority enroll

plans to pursue a doctorate

real numbers declined at the

in urban anthropology.
“I grew up with USF

University of Florida, it in

U.S. Sen. Edward Kenne

ment is a priority for us,
and Deveron is a great role

“These numbers indicate that
the students of Florida recog

and the Office of the Secretary
of Education for the final week

creased at Horida State Uni

nize the value of a USF educa

dy, Florida Senator George

model to potential

St. Petersburg in my back

versity. Similarly, Hispanic en

tion, as well as our commit

ment and represent the com
bined unduplicated increase in

Kirkpatrick and former
Florida Secretary of Edu

dents.”

yard,” said Gibbons, who

rollment as a percent of the en

ment to providing a welcom

entering summer and fall

tering class and in terms of real
numbers at the University of

classes.

burg native who graduated
from
Northeast
High

lived in the Bartlett Park
area much of his life.

ing environment for all stu

cation Doug Jamerson.
Heller created the new
position as a result of the

School and played football

arena is a new challenge

recent autonomy granted to

at the University of Flori

for me, and I’m eager to

USF St. Petersburg by the
Florida legislature. The
legislative mandate means

da, where he graduated in

help students and the cam

1995 with a bachelor’s de

pus.”-

USF St. Petersburg has re

be closed-captioned for the
hearing-impaired and present

Olympics. Flores, the number

and managing its own bud

ed in Spanish language on

one-ranked contender, seeks to

get. Gibbons will work

finally add a championship

with USF's overall govern

HBO Latino.
In his quest to regain his'

crown to his hard-fought

ment affairs office to advo

world championship belt, Fer

career.

sponsibility for generating

stu

Gibbons is a St. Peters

THEWS MABUNI1 US
M. MOW AY

aoswooiu

cx^las

2 ATHLETIC ^ZONE
Jl

2
C

H
{/)

cate for USF St. Peters
Major Credit Cards Accepted

burg's budget requests as

in August/first day fall enroll

“Working in the education

well as the total universi

WILL MATCH 7% TAX RELEASE

Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel
MENS /WOMENS & CHILDRENS SIZES,
PHONE: 727-866-6944
Near Albertson's Plaza

ty’s.

[f You Think You Might
Have A Good Story Or
Article - Please Send It
To The Challenger.

Photos by Peace Produc
tions and Photography.

Bishop John Copeland, De
Gustave Victor, Dairyl Rouson

'USF St. Petersburg, he

world title in 1998, two years
after competing in the Atlanta

nando Vargas (21-1, 19 KOs),

properties

Lt. Gov.

from pg. 1

yor Rick Baker’s cam

NEW YORK, NY-HBO,

11

While much of Gib

ffawM & 6C& By

bons’ new duties are politi
cal in nature, he also will
recruiter-another first for
“Since we’re now able

867-4359
11 •«

Mon - Sat

10am - 8pm

Sunday 12Noon - 5pm
Black Owned & Operated

dr

serve as a minority student
the campus.

Uf

*'^^4

2910 54th Avenue South«St Petersburg, 1;1

W

H 33713

nlatiiiiim fubu
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David J. Fischer
Takes
Chairmanship Of
The FL Orchestra

It’s Back To School
For Teacher Of The
Year----------------------------

Council for Exceptional Chil

Karen Voytecki, the 2001
International Teacher of the
Year in special education, will

dren named her the Clarissa
Hug Teacher of the Year for

ST.

PETERSBURG

become a full-time student
herself this fall at the Universi
ty of South Horida St. Peters
burg.

-

At

its

Annual Meeting on Sept.
6th, the Board of Trustees

encouraging me as I begin
to fully appreciate the job

of The Florida Orchestra

ahead. He will now have
the time to become a lead

elected David J. Fischer as
Chairman,
succeeding

ing force in the Orchestra’s
future endowment effort.”

Raymond E. Murray, who
had served in that position
since June of 1998. Murray
will remain on the Board
and
the
Executive
Committee as immediate
past chairman.
In accepting the nomi
nation for his new position,
Fischer saluted the outgo

Executive

Fischer

as

ipal counties and agencies

achieve during the last

involved

in

three years as chairman.

However,

his

His indomitable strength of
character and his love of
God and fellowship, have
brought gifts far too
numerous to mention to
our beloved orchestra. A

music, and his outstanding
talents in the political

have

just that, but feel good in
knowing he will be at my
side,
supporting
and

the
love

the
be

game selection based on

Beef Tailgate Tour, coming
to select NCAA and NFL

“best and worst” tailgating

football arenas throughout

anecdote and distance trav

the Southeast this fall.

eled to tailgating events.

“Our fans are the noble

Winners of each NFL or

tailgaters who know great

collegiate arena will be
awarded

tailgate-related

prizes.
Coca-Cola and Mc

Lee Brunson. “This year,
we felt the best way to

Cormick will be dispens

showcase our commitment

ing products and product

to our new beef was to take

information to tailgaters
and game ticket-holders. In

make our customers’ expe

addition, attendees will be
able to register to win a

riences a pleasure both in

2001

and outside the store.”

through the South East

Beef Tailgate

newest

premium

beef

product, will travel to col

Toyota

Tundra

Toyota sweepstakes draw
ing that will be held at the
end of the tour.

• Sept. 23rd, Jackson
ville Jaguars, ALLTEL
Stadium, Jacksonville.

largest

product

launch

marketing campaigns in

•

Oct.

and the economic develop

desk chair at USF St. Peters
burg.

located at 105 N. Bayshore
Drive in Safety Harbor, on

At USF St. Petersburg,

earn a master’s and doctoral
degree in special education

tive manner, allowing them to
concentrate on academics and

while validating through re

make learning easier or them.

Voytecki wilj take graduate

October 9th, 2001. A full
breakfast buffet will be served

search the very award-winning

Voytecki’s

many challenges. All had

from 7:30-8:30am, followed
by a very timely presentation •

ful information about the cur

methods she employed in the

courses in special education
and also work as.a graduate

classroom.

severe emotional problems

research assistant to Campus
Executive Officer Bill Heller,
whose professional back

by industry experts from 8-

economy.

9am.

He will address the “R”
word. Are we in a recession?

students

faced

that sometimes made them

research being done in the field

aggressive and disruptive in

of special education, I think
there is a lot more that needs to

dents each spanned grades 3

be done,” said Voytecki, who

through 8,and all were at least

until recently taught reading at

two grade levels behind where

Richard L. Sanders Exception
al Education Center in Pinellas

they should have been for their
age in reading abilities.
Voytecki began her series
of sensory methods by seating
her students on big round rub

class. Her classes of 15 stu

ground is in special education.
Voytecki holds a bache
lor’s degree in special educa

The Success Breakfast
presentation will focus on the
economic review and forecast
from both a national and local

share perspective and insight
rent and projected state of the

Are we moving toward reces
sion or away from it? What
effects will the tax rebates and

ment forecast in the area.
The event is open to the
public. Reservations may be
made by calling the Clearwa
ter Regional Chamber of
Commerce at 727-461-0011,
ext. 234. VISA and MasterCard may be used for reserva
tions. Checks may be sent to
the Chamber at P.O. Box 2457,
Clearwater, FL, 33757 or may
be dropped off in person at
1130 Cleveland Street, Down

tion from the University of
Wisconsin Milwaukee. She
and her husband, Kevin, who

Wall Street will affect Main

lower gas prices have? Randy
Berridge, President, Florida

Street? This is a very timely
review for planning and bud

High Tech Corridor, Council,
will present the plans and strat

For information, call Ron
Barnwell at 727-461-0011,

geting year 2002. In the
volatile high tech industry,

egy for the corridor, the eco

ext. 234.

nomic impact on the region,

how will the High Tech Corri

and the importance of the cor
ridor’s western anchor in

First Union National Bank
is the sponsor of the 2001 Suc

back up my own techniques
and impact many more stu
dents.” /

ber therapy balls instead of

cuirently is earning his mas
ter’s degree in special educa
tion at USF St, Petersbuig,
have two children, a 5-year-

Voytecki’s
methods,
though officially unproven,

chairs in effort to prevent stu
dents from wandering around

old son named Darth and 2year-old Luke.

perspective. What effects from

dor, with Pinellas County at

town Clearwater.

cess Breakfast program series.

the western anchor, effect the

were effective enough that the

a hunger
for pictures that stir souls and tell
stories like an old photo journal.
The eye of Gordon Parks transcends
color and creed. It illuminates through
the camera lens and inspires me to
see something different. It taught me
that art doesn't come from a roll of film,
but rather the heart, my heart. My work
now reflects the beauty that was given
to me by a man who dedicated himself
to his craft. Gordon Parks is a part of my
history, everyone's history, Black History.

6th, FAMU,

ALLTEL Stadium, Jack
sonville.
• Oct. 20th, University
of Central FL, Citrus

the company’s history,
using television, radio and

Bowl, Orlando.

print commercials and in

day activities, ALLTEL

store customer communi

Stadium, Jacksonville.

cations.

cesses of business retention,

The event will feature
David Orr, nationally known
Chief Economist from First
Union National Bank who will

business recruitment, the suc

Some of the Tour dates

ball games in Florida and
tailgating experience for
the football fan audience.
*The Tour joins one of the

short and long term.

include:

lege and professional foot
Georgia to enhance the

program will be held at the
Safety Harbor Resort and Spa,

tion.”

criteria such as fan fashion,
beef cooking tips, favorite

Certified

said Voytecki, who also sat on
a ball and plans to use one as a

ward for Tampa Bay’s
leading Arts Organiza

nominated during a pre

Tour, launching Publix’s

cuss the county’s efforts in

another exciting step for

into the fever of America’s
favorite fan sport with The

The Publix Premium

tives on the state of the econo
my and what to expect in the

arena of Tampa Bay, lead
to an almost natural transi
tion to take over the chair
manship. I know I speak
on behalf of the entire
board when I say this is yet

Contestants for
Championship will

our show on the road. It’s
part of our promise to

and Forecast Success Break
fast. The Success Breakfast

of

LAKELAND - Publix
Super Markets, Inc., taps

beef when they grill it,”
said Publix Spokesman

ers will offer diverse perspec

arts.

Publix Grills At
The Gridiron —
Publix Premium Certified

Annual Economic Review

originally approached, it
was with the intent to head

in all he has managed to

Nancy,

repositioning options so the
students can still move around
but don’t leave their seats,”

Manager, Business Develop
ment at Pinellas County Eco
nomic Development, will dis

chairman.

up the Orchestra’s efforts

wife

National Bank are hosting the

Brian Cartland, Senior

“David has a longstanding
history in supporting the
Orchestra. When he was

with all the various munic

shown the way for all of us
to follow. I intend to do

and provide movement and

Pinellas County.

Leonard
David
Stone
shared the delight of the
board
in
nominating

ing chairman, stating, “Ray

his

Utilizing Senses - that captures

“The balls are fun to sit on

outlook for business recruit
ment and retention in Pinellas
County? The featured speak

Director

can take tremendous pride

true philanthropist, he and

Finetuning of Concentration

area economy? What is the

Clearwater Regional Chamber
of Commerce and First Union

the room.

her student’s senses in a posi

Park. “I want to collect data to

TAMPA

ated the FOCUS method -

CLEARWATER - The

Her goal is two-fold: to

“Although there’s a lot of

David J. Fischer

innovation and excellence in
teaching. Specifically, she cre

Success
Breakfast Series

• Oct. 26th, Pre-game'

PubIIx.
Celebrating History

02000 Publix Super Markets, Inc
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ENTERTAINMENT
“Hardball”-----------

VoIunteers Needed
At The St. Pete
Museum Of History
ST. PETERSBURG - In

The St. .Petersburg Muse

order to maintain the muse
um’s high level of educational

um of History collects, pre

ST. PETERSBURG Visitors to the popular

designed the piece as a joy
ful, celebratory welcome

Gateway sculpture features
two 20-foot grand spires

serves and presents St. Peters
burg’s history through exhibi

BayWalk retail and enter
tainment center in down

to the city. The spires - 20
in all - are created from

topped with the pelicans,
eight
adjacent
spires

tions and special programs. On

town St. Petersburg will

permanent display is the
“Walk Through Time Gal
lery”, featuring a chronology

soon be greeted by two

steel, hot-dipped galva
nized and treated with spe

topped by Florida fauna,
and 10 more smaller spires

grand spires topped by
gold leaf pelicans.

cial light and salt resistant
paints and gold leaf.

detailed with marine ani

of St. Petersburg’s history. This

The Millennium Gate

Klahm is a metalsmith

interactive exhibit includes
theatrical galleries such as an
1870 general store, a 1913 trol

way, a public artwork cre

designer with a home and

ated through the city’s pub
lic art program, will be

studio in St. Petersburg.

the promenade that con
nects the MidCore Parking

He’s been recognized for

Garage with BayWalk into

ley car and the “Try History on
for Size Gallery”, where visi

officially dedicated on
Monday evening, Sept.

excellence in his craft by
the Florida Trust for

tors can see themselves in vin

24th, at 5:30pm along the
BayWalk
promenade,
Second
Ave.
North'

Historic Preservation for
the St. Augustine Light

a sculpture garden.
The piece was com
missioned by the city’s

and historic programs, the St.
Petersburg Museum of Histo
ry is currently recruiting volun
teers. Volunteering at the mu
seum offers an opportunity to
assist staff in preserving the
history of St. Petersbuig and
Pinellas County.
Volunteers are an intricate
part of museum operations.
Positions are available in areas
such as the front desk, the
museum store, education, ex
hibitions, administration, spea
ker’s bureau and in the ar

is about to find inner strength
he never knew he had. In
“Hardball,” Keanu Reeves
portrays Conor O’Neill-an
underachiever who is both
inspired and redeemed by the
unlikeliest group of people he
could ever have imagined.
Conor likes to bet on sports
games, which makes him a
dubious choice for a role
model. However, his buddy
won’t help him pay off his
debts unless he coaches for a
corporately sponsored youth
baseball team. All of a sudden,

their hard and sometimes trag

Conor O’Neill is thrust into
molding underprivileged kids
into a cohesive unit in one of

ic lives.
Giving time and encour
agement to a bunch of pint-

the toughest parts of Chicago.
Surprising even himself,

sized strangers comes slowly
to Conor O’Neill. But the pay

Conor begins-to form deep
attachments to the street-smart
youngsters-and to their dedi
cated young teacher (Diane
Lane). These impoverished
boys are able to show the aim

creating the illusion of wearing
period clothing.

house restoration and by

Public Arts Commission, a
nine-member body that
includes eight community

between First and Second

the

Streets. The dedication is

Historic Preservation for

volunteers

free, and open to the pub

the

Indians from the 1500s, a repli
ca of the world’s first sched

lic. A family arts celebra
tion will follow in the

restoration. He has served

Member
Richard
Kriseman. One percent of

on the national board of the

the budget for city capital

uled commercial airliner and a
3,500-year-old mummy.

BayWalk courtyard from
6-7:30pm where everyone

National

Ornamental

construction projects is set

St. Petersbuig Museum of His

Metals Association for 10

tory.
For more information,

The St. Petersburg Muse
um of History is open Monday

years and is a trustee of the
Natural Ornamental Metal

aside to create a collection
of public art throughout the

please contact Amy Nolan,

Museum where his work is

city. The project committee
for
the
Millennium

Curator of Education, at (727)

through Saturday from I Oam
until 5pm and Sunday from

is invited to help create a
mural under the direction
of The Arts Center staff.

on permanent display.

Gateway was chaired by

894-1052.

lpm until 5pm.

Nationally award-win
ning artist Alex Klahm

teering will be held Thursday,
September 27th, at 10am at the

CHICAGO - A man

tage costumes through mirrors

mals that line the walkway.
The artwork will transform

Significant artifacts in
clude a canoe of the Tocobaga

chives and collections.
An information meeting
for those interestedd in volun

merely drifting through his life

City To Dedicate
Millennium Gateway
Public Art Project —

Georgia
Tybee

The

Trust

for

Lighthouse

Millennium

and

Kathy Gustafson-Hilton,

D L HUGHLEY
star of the UPN sitcom The Hughleys

off is unexpected. The more
this reluctant coach hangs
around these children, the
more' he learns about the

less O’Neill a thing or two
about trust and heart.

strength of the human spirit.
Young actor Michael B.
Jordan portrays ‘Jamal’ and

Tough on the outside but
vulnerable inside, his kids

sums it up succinctly: “It’s a
movie about teamwork”.

come to rely on Conor and

Now in theaters every

baseball to lift them-if only for

where.

a few hours at a time-out of

Senior Citizen Showcase
Tea And Fashion Show—
ST. PETERSBURG-Bay
City Court #109 of the Hero
ines of Jericho of Prince Hall
Affiliated present their Senior
Tea and Fashion Show on

Sunday, September 23rd.

is a community project.

There will be fashions, a
solo, musical selections and an

from 4-7pm at the St. Peters

orator.
The Public is invited, This

Ave. S„ St. Petersbuig.

This event will happen
burg Masonic Hall, 3130 18th

FRIDAY
□ ON SALE
NOVEMBER 2 FKIDAYat
10 AM
8PM
ticketmaster.com

ticketmaster

813.287.8844 727.898.2JOO

FOR GROUP SALES CALL TOLL FREE 877-466-4664

of Soviet

SpFeYJs

Council

B US AIRWAYS
(WWW.FANTASMA.COM
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New Faith Free
Methodist To
Hold Charter Day

4th Annual Rev. A. Leon Lowry Day
center coming into fruition. He

to succeed, a calling to serve
God faithfully and’detennination to leave his mark on this

Community Federal Savings

community, Reverend Lowry

Jackson Heights Estates hous

Avenue, Tampa.
Reverend Lowry arrived

set out to make Tampa a better
community and Beulah a lead

ing project; and he was elected
to the Hillsborough County

ir. Tampa in 1956 to begin his

ing church in this community.
By anyone's standards, he was

School Board for approxi

Sentinel Bulletin, serves as a
Chaplain for the inmates in tlie

mately 12 years. Tlie A. Leon

Hillsborough County Jail and

remarkably successful. Beu

Lowry Elementary School

Free

Methodist Church (2427 Irv

ily celebrated its Fourth Annu

ing Avenue South) will cele

al Reverend A. Leon Lowry
Day at 1006 West Cypress

Faith

brate their 11 th Charter Day on
Sunday, Sept. 23rd at 11am
and 4pm.
The 11am worship will
feature Dr. Gustave Victor
delivering the preached Word
of God. Dr. Victor is a native of

pastoral career at Beulah Bap
tist Institutional Church will

Boston, Massachusetts. He has
been an ordained minister for

dia Lowry, and two sons, A.
Leon Lowry III and Benjamin

over 40 years. He received his
Doctorate degree from Florida
Beacon Bible College. He has
pastored Church

of God

churches in Tampa, Orlando,
and Wauchula, Florida. He has

dren of Hillsborough County.
Although Reverend Low

Lowry.
With an indomitable drive

On Sunday, September
16th, at the 8am and 11am ser
vices, the Beulah Church fam

The New

<UV s

his beloved wife, the late Clau

was one of the founders of
and Loan Association; was
instrumental in developing

lah’s membership grew under
his 39 years of leadership with
a new edifice and educational

ry retired four years ago as pas
tor of Beulah, he continues to
be very active in the communi
ty. He writes a weekly reli
gious column for the Florida

Holt of Orlando. Dr. Holt is
Pastor of Victory United

traveled extensively overseas,
and locally has worked dili

Church of Christ. He will be

gently in the community.
Dr. Victor is presently

Voices of Victory.
New Faith is set for a great

President of the Interdenom
inational Ministerial Alliance.
He is manied to Deanie K.

day in praise and thanksgiving.
Chairpersons are Valerie John

Victor, a noted beautician. Dr.
Victor is a member of

Oliphant, Sr.; youth assistants
Charlie Spinks and Justin

Dominion Worship Center

Oliphant.

accompanied by his choir, The

son, Frank Thomas, Robert

Join Bethel this Sunday for
worship at 10:30am. Pastor
Hardy will preach tlie Word.

be Rev. Jackie Hardy, daughter
of our Pastor, Rev. Roosevelt

service.
The Mary Ann Jones Mis
sionary Circle will be in charge

Hardy.
Boy

327-5926 • 327-2656

Sunday School............ . , ... . .. .'.9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship ...... . . . . . ........ .11 a.m.
Night Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ...... .................8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............. 8 p.m.

how pleasant it is for brethren

shaip! This program runs nine
weeks. Contact Alexis Zubrod

to dwell together in unity! -

Psalms 133:1
Supt. Elder

for more information at 822Clarence

Welch and the Prayer Tower

5360.
Prayer Tower youth and all

family would like to welcome

other interested saints: the Dis

you to worship with us on

trict Y.P.W.W. will convene at
Prayer Tower C.O.G.I.C. at

Sundays and other upcoming
events. So get your calendars

4pm on September 22nd (Saturday). Hope to see your face

is.very active with the Progres

stands in recognition of his

sive National Baptist Associa

Program resumed on Septem

Baptismal Services have been

outstanding service to the chil

tion.

ber 17th. The times are 5-7pm
Mondays and Tuesdays only!

tember 29th, at 8am at Spa

rescheduled for Saturday, Sep

at 323-8231 or 321-0670. Re-

5pm

6:30pm.

• member, we are closed on hol

C.O.G.I.C. See Lucille Her

Tuesday, Bible Study, 7pm
Wednesday, Noon Day
Bible Study; Choir Practice,
7pm.

idays and in-service days.
Students, SAT program
begins Saturday, September

ring to place your order!

Scouts,

at

Prayer

Tower

Have a God-filled week!

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday HzOO.a.m.
TaIeem - 12:00 p.m.

Schedule of Services

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St Petersburg, FL

22nd, at 9:30am to 12:30pm

ST MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church of God.

AM Natrons Church of. Cod By Faith

Behold, how good and

in the place!
Don’t foiget, our annual

Thursday, Youth Church,
6pm.

Weekly Calendar:
Monday,

Prayer Tower COGIC

If interested, please contact, Beach. Then, after the Baptism
Darlina Hubbard or Ellender on Saturday, enjoy our Sea
Jackson for more information food Festival from 11am to

of the Fifth Sunday Mission
Service. The guest speaker will

Youth will be in charge of the

A

ready!
Reminder! Reminder!
The Prayer Tower Tutorial

Rev. Dr. Gustave
Victor
The afternoon worship ser
vice will feature Dr. Leonard

w

Church School..................................................................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship................................................................ 11a.m.
Baptist Training Union................. i.......................5 p.m.
Evening Worship.............................................................6:30p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday.................................. ....................... .. . .7 p./n.

Rev Brian. K. Brown

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

Friday Tarry Service..........................g.......... 8 p.m.

Saturday Sabbath School..................... ....11 a.m.

“One week from church makes one weak.

Rev.Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

r-

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Saint Mark

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

African Methodist Episcopal Church
■ Sunday- Church School,
’ Sunday- Worship Service,
1 Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

'Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Ft .33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Spiritual Counseline
1 Wednesday-Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

9:00am- 10:00am
2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30- 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. ^Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

CENTER
O
W
S

H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890
St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Travelers Rest

R«v. Fleming Tarver^ Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday Service.................................................................................................8:00a.m.
Sunday Sckool ..............................>...................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Wo rskip................
11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .......................................................................5:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wed nesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ ie all.

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School....................................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

Rev. DonaId
F. Browne

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

________

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School..................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......................................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study .........................................................
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)............ 6:00 p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday SchooI . .. . . .. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 337 12

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worabip: 11:00
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.i

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

‘To God Be The Glory?’

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School............................ ■ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................. ...... 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
, Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
We welcome you at all times.
Rev. Clyde Williams

a

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship..................
7:45 a.m.
Sunday School............................................................... 9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ...................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................
.5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ...................Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service...........Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Stewart-Isom 1O1st Emmanuel Mt. Zion AME
Church Anniversary Christian —
Pastor Evans preached out
of his soul to God’s people,
telling us it’s time to repent and

The entire Bay Area com
munity is invited to join the
Stewart-Isom Church family

place for yon,

Christian Educator and power
ful preacher from Miami (see

Nesbitt, pastor. Pastor is asking

again, and receive you into

all members to please be in at

myself; that where I am, there

tendance.
Friday, 7pm, Emmanuel

ye may be also. -

manuel at any of our services,

Then at 4:30pm, we will

Pastor Dixon, pastor. Pastor
Evans is asking all members to

for tlie Lord will meet you

be blessed by one who is a
stick of dynamite both in the

there.

pulpit and in the mission fields.
R.

Waugh, pastor of the Mt. Olive
CME Church of Orlando, one

Rev. Ulyee R. Waugh
While at ITC she maintained

miss nor will you easily forget

ter in Pennsylvania.
Rev. Waugh is a gifted

sador for the City of Atlanta
with Mayor Bill Campbell for

for many days to come. She
too will bring bus loads of her

musician. She has served as
Minister of Music for many

two years during the Black

members to the city.
Rev. Waugh is a native of

churches. She also sang pro

The preacher is married to

fessionally, recording on the

James D, Waugh, mother of

Media, PA. Rev. Waugh is a
graduate of Neuman College

Savoy label with the Kitty
Parham Singers.
Rev. Waugh is a graduate
of The Interdenominational
Theological Center in Atlanta,

three, grandmother of nine and

GA, and is presently a candi

fied by their preaching. The

date for the Doctorate Degree
at the United Theological
Seminary in Dayton, OH.

church is located at 1820 Wal

where she received her B.S.
Degree in Chemistry. She is a
Board Certified Radiological
Technologist and Nuclear
Medicine-Technologist.. She
used her training in this area to
serve as an X-ray Technolo-

"The Lord is great and is to be highly
praised; His greatness is beyond
understanding." - Psalms l45a:3

and graduated with a 4.0 GPA.
She also served as Ambas

ton St. S.

sist you.
1 Saturday,- 10am, Youth

Emmanuel veiy well. We
thank God for our youth and

qualified route drivers and
teachei's. For rates and info call

held in the Genesis building.
For more information contact
A. J. Murphy (727)8664297.

Jan Smith. Monday - Friday,
9am - 5pm, ext. 402.

School is in! Mt. Zion Be

church van will be happy to

fore & After Care program for

give you a 1ft. Pickups are on
Sunday and/or Wednesday.

Struggling with various forms

and drop off to school each

of abuse. Sessions will be held
each Monday night 6-7pm.

morning and afternoon, early
pick up on half days and all

Glasses will

day care most school holidays.

continue on

Food Program open registra
tion will run through October

Lynette Buchanan, President.

services this 4th Sunday in
September, the 23rd, during

6th, open to everyone for a

Meetings:
Noon Day Prayer Service,

both 8am and 11am. The ser

teer service. Please call the
church at 321-3545, Monday

family welcome you to their

is,needed.
Pastor

Music will be provided by the
Male Chorus directed and

Butler, 867-0156, or Mae
Jackson, 502-5540, for ftirther

accompanied by Musician
Geraldine Mays with Carlos

information and order forms.
Moore’s Chapel’s Jr.

Farley on the drums. The
Stewardess Board and the

Church

Evans, Sr., Pastor, 323-9171.

A Taste Of Prayer
With Koffee-------of the Church.

The Women’s Organiza
tion of Trinity Presbyterian
Church cordially invites

Trinity is located at 2830
22nd Avenue S., phone 3278560. Rev. Frederick Terry is
tlie pastor.

nity to a Prayer Hour on Satur
day, September 22nd, at

' Come expecting a blessing
as the praises go up.

9:30am in the Fellowship Hall

Services / Rehearsals /

small fee and two hours volun

May God bless each of them.
Prayer eveiy morning at
the ehurch, 1 lam. Everyone is

11am service, the Daisy
Pierce/Fannie Williams WMS
will be in chaige of the service,

Moore’s Chapel’s Share

call for a ride if transportation
Franklin

William Harris or Deacon
Harvey 'iookes, (727) 8944311 ext. 86'.

one is asked to attend.

their sponsors at Emmanuel.

Elder

Please try to notify us one day
in advance. Contact Deacon

tant Superintendents. Every

“The church where every

mon will be delivered by Rev.
Burke during both services.

Meeting at the church. Please

Need a ride to church? The

Moore’s Chapel AME

anyone needing help please

will be more than happy to as

CCC certified. We also need

dividuals who are struggling
with addictions. All classes are

bers of those who may be

Rev. Marcus Burke" and
Mpore’s Chapel’s Church

call Errica Evans at home be
fore church begins, and she

Thrirsday nights at 8pm for in

ages 5-13 is now accepting ap
plications, We offer pick up

body is somebody”

women of faith in the commu

PRAYER
HELPS

tion) Ministry is providing
counseling for family mem

this week at the church, but

Weekly activities: ■

afternoon preachers love Je
sus, and this will be personi

The Mt. Zion SAFE (Sub
stance Abuse Freedom Educa

the Youth Pastor said the youth

College Spring Breaks.

great-grandmother of one.
Both our morning and

10am service. The communityis invited to worship with us.

meet him there. .
Tutoring will be cancelled

really did get into the praises,
and they represented God and

gist-instructor and Nuclear
Medicine Technologist at
Crozer Chester Medical Cen

be worshipping at Mt. Zion’s

Youth Dept.: Words from
were blessed at Joy Night at
Walt Disney World last week
end. The youth of Emmanuel

of the fastest-growing church

way that you will not want to

family will Worship with
Reach the Unreach Church,

and worship with us at Em

glorious day in the Lord.

closure to this celebration in a

St. John 14:3

You are invited to come

family with him to kick off a

the CME Church, will bring

Jude Holiness Church, Bishop

I will come

last week’s issue for bio) will
bring the Trinity CME Church

es in the Florida Conference of

Thursday night, 7pm, Em
manuel will worship with St.

And if I go and prepare a

Lynn Hargrow, a notable

Wednesday,

6:30pm.

from the Lord himself.

At 11 am the Reverend Dr.

Ulyee

Prayer

with love as we knew it came

love in Christian Methodism.

Reverend

Tuesday, 6pm.

return to the true and living
God. God’s word was received

on September 23rd as we cele
brate lOl years of labor and

The

welcome.
Prayer Sunday through

On Sunday, Sept. 30th, the
349th Army Reserve Unit will

Weds., 12noon.
Prayer
Service/Bible
Study, Weds., 7pm.
Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

through Thursday, Margaret

rehearsal, Tues., 5:30pm.
Lay Organization meeting

Saturday

Mon. after the 3rd Sunday.
Mass Choir rehearsal Tues.

Night Live 2001 October'6th,

and Thurs. before the 1st and

Usher Board will serve.
For transportation to the

7pm. Joye Watkins, Directress,
Michael Melvin-and Carlos

church, please contact the
Transportation Ministry, Willie

Farley,
Musicians,
and
Rochelle and Simona Jones,

2nd Sunday, 7pm.
Male Chorus rehearsal
Thursday before the 3rd and

F. Bryant, 894-6067, Anthony
Macon, 328-0022, Robert

Advisors.
September 30th is Mis
sionary Sunday at 8am. The

Golden, 867-0156 or Mose
Bell, 906-8525.

presents

Church School will begin
at 9:30am. Mose Bell, Super
intendent, will be in chaige,

YPDers will be charge of the
service honoring all “Elders”persons 62 years and older.
Please' give your name to

assisted by Anthony Macon
and Rev. Ira Whitson, Assis-

Marie Hardaway. Sandra
Burke is YPD Director. At the

4th Sundays.
W.M.S. Weds, after 1st
Sunday, 6pm.
Y.P.D. meeting 3rd Sun
day, 4pm, '
Women Growth meeting
2nd Saturday, 11am.

GOD

Loves
You!

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051;'- 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
■> ♦

Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(313)822-2455

Church School........ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m,
B.T.U........................5:00 p.m.

Evening Worship..,.'; 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class......7:30 p.m.

Rev. Wayne

2830 - 22nd

a.m.

Morning Worship - tl:OO

a.m.

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F). 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

12:30 PM. . ...................... .............. ..

. After Service Felldwshij

Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting an d Bikle Study

First Baptist Family

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching oh the Gospel

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
930 - 18th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship............................. ........................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................... „. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship
............................... ....... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed........ ...............7:00 p.m.

Bisk op Ronald Moten, Pastor

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Sunday Schoo

1,1:00 AM........................................................... ................... Worskij

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

321-3545

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

............... ............................. .................. Praye’i Tim,

and a Christian community for everyone

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Eariy Morning Wofship.. ................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. ........................ 11:00 a.m.

Flo rid a 33712

9:30 AM- . ....................... ......................... ..

Come Worship With
the

Avenue Soutk • St. Peters kuig,

(727) 327-8560

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School, - 9:30

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

3rd century

G.

9:00. AM.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal.............5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study...... ...7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal.... 11:00 a.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

Trinity Presbyterian Church

Phone:323-7518

Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

Biskop Ronald Moten and the Wings of Faith Church Family would
lihe to extend to you- a personal invitation to worship with us during
our scheduled times:
Sunday School
9:30 A.M.
M orning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bihle Class

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
-

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

^.Tlnlahelplita Qlommnmiti (llmrclt
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Deacon Ministry....................................,...................................Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry.............................. .. ............................................. . James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry ......... .................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290; Church

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School...........................................................9:30

am

Morning Worship -..................................................... ............... 11:0 0

am

Youth Bible Study .........................................................Wed.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

.Wed.

6:30
7:00

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER
1 940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

pm
pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Website: www.breakthroughcc.eom ’* E-mail:,pastor@breakthroughcG.com i

'PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

Friendship

BeThel AfrIcan MeThodIST EpISCopal Church

Missionary Baptist

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet, As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
TT AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
Thursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy

fe.

Pastor

Church School ...........................9:00 A.M.
New Member Class............................9:00A.M.
Morning Worship................... 10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30’MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
"Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday. '
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 RM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY
RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
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Breakthrough Christian Center
St. Mark Baptist’s 70th Pleasant Grove
Anniversary Banquet — Missionary Baptist
God is good all the time,

Pastor Joseph Gordon and
the Pleasant Grove Church

Seventy years ago a group
of Christian friends going from

church. Today the members of

family invite you to worship
with them on Sunday, Septem
ber 23rd. The Gospel Chorus

this great church join together

will render Song Service, and

house to.house holding prayer
meeting decided to start a

years of blessings.

the Adult Male Ushers will
serve in the 7am Early Morn

The church anniversaries
will kick off with the 70th

ing Woi'ship Service. Sunday
School begins at 9:30am with

Anniversary Banquet to be
held on Friday, October 5th, at

Superintendent. Deacon Philip
Carter presiding. Mid-Morn

7pm, at the Banquet Masters,
8100 Park Blvd. with the key

ing Worship begins at
10:50am. The Youth Choir and

note speaker, Rev. Frederick

Gospel Chorus will render
Song Service, and the Youth

in praising God for seventy

D. Teny, pastor ofTrinity Pres
byterian Church. <

Usher Board will serve. .
Auxiliary and District's

Dr. Terry is a graduate of
the School of Pastoral Care of
North Carolina and Baptist
Hospital & Bowman Gray
School of Medicine, WinstonSalem, NC. He is the recipient
of the Rockefellow Scholar
ship, Virginia Union Universi
ty, and received his B.D.

lain Services, and Bay Pines

Jackson,

Connie

Dudley,

Veterans Administration Med
ical'Center.;

Clora Littles, Carolyn Macon,

Divinity School, Raleigh, NC,
and worked toward his S.T.M.

Maggie Gaines, Rose White.
Carolyn Macon will serve Queen Powell and Deacon
as Mistress of Ceremonies, John Washington. Deadline
with music by Frank Gray and . for tickets will be Sunday, SepSingers. Usher Board #1, tember 30th.

at Oberlin School of Theology.

along with the Banquet Com

Degree from Shaw University,

; Oberlin, OH. Dr. Terry is also a
graduate of the U.S. Army
Chaplain’s School. Rev. Terry
retired in 1994 as Chief, Chap-

For additional inforination,
call the church office at 321-

mittee, will greet the guests,
Dianne Speights serves as 6631. Belinda Green is the
Banquet Chair along with; 70th Anniversary coordinator,
committee co-chairs: Rhonda Rev. Brian K. Brown, pastor.

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
Understanding God’s Will
in Tragedy (Eph. 5:13-20) was

Sunday, Sept. 23rd will be our

provided by Zion Hill Mortu

annual, Dual Day Observance.

ary Ensemble.

the subject of Pastor Williams’
message, He brought forth a

Our 1 lam speaker will be
Cynthia Tomlin of Pleasant

At our 4pm worship, the
Mt. Moriah Church family and

powerful word to an attentive
congregation, letting us know

Grove M.B. Church, where
the Rev. Joseph Gordon is pas

Pastor Robert Ward will con
duct services.

that nothing catches God “off
guard” such as the airplane, at
tacks in New York and Wash

tor, and song services will be

ington. He also reminded us of
Paul’s statement that we are in
a spiritual warfare, and Ameri

the South Florida Progressive
Baptist. Association will con

the families and loved ones of

You’re invited to join us
Sunday morning at 1 lam for a

the victims of last week’s

Street S. Call us at (727) 321-

vice” and in Sunday night's

Fire Camp Meeting 2001 is

4986, or fax at (727) 321-

"Nite of Prophecy” at 7:30pm

coming up October 14th-27th.

3937, Check out our website:

Tliis year will be featuring The
Williams Brothel's and The
True Believer of Mississippi.

Breakthroughcc.com.

“Power Breakthrough Ser

at the St. Mark M.B. Church,
Rev. Brian Brown, pastor. Rev.'

Continue to tune in to our
radio broadcasts (check ad for

James C. McDonald, Presi
dent, and. Rev. Joseph Gordon,

Friendship MB Church

moderator. Choir # 1 is asked to
render two selections on open
ing night.
A Sunday School'teachers
workshop will be held Satur
day, Sept. 29th. at 9:30am. Su

in both seivices. .

witness to such powerful
Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to wofship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 1,1:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m,
v:.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 53712

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 am.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

songs of praise. The Youth
Ushers will greet you, and Pas

All departments are expected

entire Friendship Missionary

tor Evans will deliver a mes-

Baptist Church family extend
to you a warm invitation to

, sage from on high.
Church ■ School begins- at
9:30am with the Assistant

Weekly schedule:
Saturday, September 29th,

Pastor John A. Evans. Sr.,
the official church staff and the

RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

Church Leadership

Superintendent presiding.

3pm

be present.
The 3 J st Annual Tampa/

events during the week.
Services begin' at 7:45am

A second service is held at
10:45am opening with the

keep him in perfect .peace,

St, Petersburg Male Chorus
Convention will be hosted at

• with the Youth Ministry■ lead
ing the Devotion. The Angelic

Praise Team.
General Home Mission

because he trustgth in thee. -7

the Pleasant Grove M.B.
Church on Sunday, Sept. 30th,

and Teen Choirs will sing

will follow the 11am service.

service.

Rev.

Jerry

will be guest speaker. Unity
colors (women) red/silver and
■ (men) red/grey. A pre-program
will be held on Saturday. Sep
tember 22nd at 6pm.
The combined choirs will,
provide music, and the Wo-,
men’s Intenriediate Auxiliary

at 3pm. Please see any Male
Chorus member or Yolunnaire
for tickets, Deacon Johnie
Jackson, president.

will present a play entitled.
“My Heart, Christ's Home”.

Pleasant Grove cruises to
Alaska June llth- 19th, 2002.
Please contact Kay Curry at

All presentations will be made

(727) 864-2937 after 7pm for

in this service. Barbara Walker
and Cynthia Tomlin, chairper-.

'
details.
Thought for the week:

sons.
The Youth Choir will re

"Fur where envying and strife

hearse Saturday, September

is, there is conjusion and every
evil works. ” -

James 3:16

Praise to God: Thou wilt

whose mind is stayed on thee;

Isaiah 26:3

St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Many thanks from the
Baptist Training Union to all
who attended the High Atten
dance. and Penny Rally Day
held on Last Sunday and to,
those who braved the weather
for the Praise and Fellowship
Hour on Friday, September
14th.
St. Mark M.B. Church
family invites everyone to join

. 22nd, from 1:30pm to 3:15pm, ’

us on Sunday, September
23rd, for a full day of praise

23rd, at 4pm. Choirs, soloist
and praise dancers from the

and worship. Sunday School
begins at 9:30am followed by
the 10:45am Worship Service

community have been invited

with Song Service rendered by
the Children/Youth Choir. We
also .extend an invitation to you

for the banquet celebration for

to be part of this celebration.
Tickets are now available
St. Mark’s 70th Anniversary to

be held on October 5th at 7pm
to join us in the Annual All
at Banquet Masters. Please
Choirs Anniversary celebra join us as we celebrate the
tion on Sunday, September goodness of God.

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS ,TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER

First. Mt. Zion

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Missionary Baptist Church

820 20th Street South
St. Pete-, FL
Home: 896-8006

Church Services
8:00 a.m.................. ..
9:45 a.m.................... ..
11:00 a.m.

.Morning Service
.Sunday School

.........Worship Service

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

"The Little Church Where
EVERYBODY Is SOMEBODY"

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class . . . . . . . 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ... ,. . . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ........ .5:00 p.m.
Monday Ev'ening Bible Class . ............ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ,. . ; .7:00 p.m.

5:00 p m...................................................B.T.U.

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

Sunday Services:
Churcn School.......... ................................................
9am
Praise & Worship Services ....................................... 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Dr. Alvin Moore,
Prayer
raver Service..................... .................................. .. . . . 6:30pm
Pastor
Bible Study
7pm

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday.Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.
• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible-Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

Join us as we lift up the name of Jesus

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

(727) 896-5223

Place Your
Church
Advertisement
Here.
Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour'
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

1 Oam.

Conference.

questing all teachers to please

call 327-0997.

FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

to be in attendance.

worship with us on this Sun

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

code!

For more details and ticket

day and to all -activities and

919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m,
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev, Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

TUESDAY

Come as you are-no dress

perintendent Carter is re

2737 Sotted.
Se.
*3 A 337/2
(727) X27-S444

You too can come arid be a

49th

with Pastor Glenn ministering

rr

tragedy happened.

1940

vene Wednesday, Sept. 26th
through Saturday, Sept. 29th.

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

we were asleep before this

We’re looking for you at

Breakthrough,

tragedy.
Our 3rd Annual Prophetic

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

ca neieds to wake up because

preaching and teaching by
Pastor Williams.. However,

will meet at 4pm.
Congress #2 Auxiliary of

and all the time God is good

prices, call the office or tune in
to WRXB and WTAN.

Day will be observed in the
Alexander., Pastor of Union'
. Missionary Baptist Cirarch,

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

and the Youth , Usher Board

schedule). Continue to pray for

St. Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Sunday .Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Plealattt Cf>iaue Mtttianaxuf, Papfiif QJueick
2550 9th Avenue S. St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............. ......................................7:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................. .......................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship......................... .................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............. ...................................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion................ ...........
.7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study'
Wednesdays..... ....... ............................... 7:30 p m

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM................. PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ...
SUNDAY
9:00 AM....
..................... CHURCH SCHOOL...................
SUNDAY
5:00 RM............................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER ....
TUESDAY
7:00 PM....................................... BIBLE STUDY............ ............TUESDAY
6:00 PM.................................PRAYER SERVICES •...................... TUESDAY
7:30 PM....... ..............MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.............. THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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More Religious News
Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church—Pastor Joaquin Marvin and
the

Bethel

Metropolitan

who have had their homego

Church family invite you to

ing from the years 1985 to
2001 during the 11am Anni

worship with us on Sunday

versary Prqpef service. Family

morning during the 8. and

members are invited to be our

11am services, and Church

special guests at this service.

School at 9:30am.
The Praise Team, Com

Our midweek Bible Study
(NBC) and Prayer Service oh

bined Choir, and Youth Ushers
will serve. The church’s 98th

St. John MB Church
Gods antidotefor building

church the power to be the

healthy churches: to serve an

“sajt of the earth” in this “Un

unhealthy society. - Psalm

healthy Society”, and they can
see this “Unhealthy Society”
and become a part of the

119:11; Deuteronomy 8:4.
The St, John Missionary

Clergy Responds
To Crisis With
Spiritual Support
ST. PETERSBURG - In

“These are the deep chal
lenges that make us question

“Healthy Church” that Jesus
will one day return for.

light of Sept, lltli’s national

But in the meantime God’s

tragedies, the pastors of the

ing Tarver, invites one and to
celebrate in its annual Unifica
tion Services beginning Thurs

word, which is the antidote, the

laiger St.'Petersburg commu

only “cure” for the ills that be
set us continuously in today’s

nity opened their ministries to

Wednesday at 7pm are de

day, September 20th, and end

world, an “Unhealthy Soci

the terrorism. Anyone hurting,

signed for the spiritual growth
of the entireTamily. ,

ing Sunday, September 23rd.

ety”, we rejoice in knowing

Shiloh Primitive Baptist

that we must continue to teach

seeking spiritual guidance or
simply needing to share a

Church, St. Petersburg, where

and fellowship together to

moment of’peace in this time

edify the church through His

of attack was encouraged to

voice that supercedes differ

Elder Ware is the pastor, will

Our guest preacher and

Transportation is available;
call the church office (3270554) if you have a need.

word. For where there is His

join the Interdenominational

church will be the Reverend

If you are seeking a church

joyfully kick off the'services
Thursday night beginning at

ences of theological opinion.
People need to know right

word there is a wealth of health

Willie Demps and the Mt. Pil

home, we invite you to unite

7:30pm. Come one, come all!

to curethe diseases that contin

Ministerial Alliance (IMA)
and the Ministerial Association

grim Baptist Church of Pen

with us. Bethel Metropolitan
offers a kaleidoscope of min

Our Lord and our God in

ues to cause an “Unhealthy

of Greater St, Petersburg for a

Savior of mankind; in whom

Society”.
Again, come one, come all

special interfaith service on
Sunday, Sept. 16th. at Pasade

respect.”
Fisher added, “As religious
leaders, we want to offer hope

we praise and celebrate His

to this grand celebration.

na Community Church, 112

for God’s people amid despair,

grace and mercy that keeps us.

Our Sunday, day of wor
ship begins with our 8am

70th St. .S.

even while we ourselves

“While we cannot answer
the question why, we call upon
ourselves'to hold ffririly to our

mourn for loved ones lost or

Anniversary Proper will be
observed during the 11am ser
vice.

sacola.
We wilfalso have a memo
rial service for those members

istries for all ages and interests.

Greater Mt.
Zion
——
Pastor Clarence Williams
and the Mt. Zion family invite
everyone to come out and help
us celebrate our Harvest Day
on this Sunday, Sept. 23rd.
Services start at 7:30 and
11am.
We have two dynamic
speakers. The 7:30am speaker
is Rev. Adrian Taylor, who is a
member of New Hope M.B.
Church of Tampa, where he
serves as youth minister. God
has placed on Rev. Taylor’s
heart the burden of pastoral
ministry. Rev. Taylor is cur
rently serving this present age
through preaching and teach
ing God’s Holy and Righteous
Word.

Baptist Church family. 1500
Pennsylvania .Ave., Clearwa
ter, led by the Reverend Flem

Christ Jesus our redeemed, the

daily, is our focus. For we glo
rify his sovereignty in all we

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church of
Oakland, Florida. She is veiy
active in her church and com
munity.
She is also a retired educa

do. With this celebration in the

Morning Service, followed by
Church School at 9:30am, and

spirit of unity in fellowship we
thank God for our existence

will culminate with a highlyspirited 75-voice Unification

and His blessings so we will

Choir

praise His righteous and holy
name.
Each, and eveiy day we

nies, McBride Research Labo

preached word of Jesus Christ,

from both the IMA and the

ratories (MRL), a company

Ministerial Association are
-available for ongoing commu

specializing in the develop

nity ministry and professional
support.

ucts, continues to make an

the Son of the true and living

the world” and gives the

ipation is anticipated.

members Rev Mark Peterson,
disaster recovery specialist,

Travelers Rest
Jesus loves the little chil

Tuesday, September 25th. All

dren,, all the children of the

members are encouraged to
please attend.
Weekly Activities:
Thursday, September 20th

7pm.

W. Jenkins.

Week Prayer Meeting . at

gins at 9:30am, followed by

Tuesday, Septerriber 25 th Districts #3 and #6 meeting,
7pm.

is Mrs. Francine Coleman
Postell, who is a member of

“God is love.”

New Philadelphia
Community -——

Morning Worship at 11am.
Ministry of the Word will be
preached by Minister Betty

released this year reveals new information in what we
believe and who we are religiously. This October,

Members of District #3,

office at 822-4869 by noon on
Saturday.
'
If you are seeking a church
home, we invite you to unite

religion in America in a series that probes the limits of

with our fellowship.

will be for coming week.

Bear”. Jerold prayed for

Youth of New Philadelphia

Boykins will have their regular
scheduled meeting at 7pm on

recent carnage in America.

altar call.
James Bolden, minis
ter of music, selected

Rachel

hymns rich in spirit and

Jerold

and

and

the church family during

Brooklyn, New York, both

mid-moming service.

offered gospel songs of
praise which were sponta

Prayer,
song,
and
dance was also used as a
mode of expressing feel
ings' related to this cata
clysmic .
Dominique

occurrence.
Barber led

church ip prayer and song
which was spiritually and
emotionally>

. uplifting.

Kayla
Long,
Stevens,
and

Maya
Jacoby

Nellie

neously

Dalton

and

of

spiritually

selected, much to the
sacred delight of members
and visitors present.
Events for Week:
Trustee

Thursday,
Meeting.
Saturday,

Church

Property Cleanup.
Sunday,

Middlebrpoks led church

Boys’

Men

Breakfast,

in pledge of allegiance to

Morning Worship, 11am.
Monday, Chain of

Jerold
and
Senita
Robinson,
along with

Bible

Williams

Prayers, 10pm.
Wednesday,

The religion scene in America is vast, diverse and
often contradictory. While much has; stayed the same

Study, 7pm.

Company

ucts and has distributors that
span half the nation, with 75

nally designed to soften the
Afros of African American
men, making it easier to man

the United Kingdom. For the

age. “Sta-Sof-Fm revolution

past decade,McBride has

ized the ethnic hair care indus
try. It was the prototype for all

embellished his expertise and
business savvy in creating
MRUs unique product distrib
provides opportunities, devel
opment, and support for entre
preneurs. “I’m going to do all
that I ean to better the industry
and treat the distributors, salon

of the ethnic ‘Curl’ products
created in the 70’s and is the
basis for bodywave mainte
nance today. Although superi
or for natural and texturized
hair, the Sta-Sof-Fro formula
prevented ‘Curl’ wearers from
experiencing hair breakage.”

^owners, and stylists we serve

LfNzi.znti.. . ,

for generations, a wide array of survey research

Religion and Ethics News Weekly will offer a profile of

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

the nation’s religious tolerance, examines our religious
has to do with “the good life,” and more.,
Over the last 35 years, America has become the

Every Word of
God is pure:
He is a shield
unto them that
put their trust
in Him.
Proverbs 30:5

million immigrants entered the United States every
year for the past decade and they have brought with
them, all the religions

of the world. While the nation

still remains moe than 80 percent Christian, experts
observe that our growing .religious pluralism is sure to
change the character of American society. The paradox
is that we seem to be both a Christian country and a
multi-religious society at the same time.
With thoughtful questions, interesting analysis and
insightful perspectives,, our profile will capture the
immediacy of real-life stories, observations, experi
ences and deep feelings about religion as expressed by
representative Americans from across the countryCatholics, Protestants and minority religions-as well as
new emerging religious, voices.

10am;

the flag.
A ballet dance was
offered by Rachel Cato.

M&M Products

. 1973, This product was origi

most religiously diverse nation on earth. About one

8 am;

Wisdom

Brandi

School,

and

30 health and beauty aid prod

diversity, explains Americans’ views on what religion

PRAY FOR AMERICA! !

patriotism. Eugene Rose,

Senita Robinson spoke to

they worship? How far do religious commitments
reach into their everyday lives? What about the chal

endary of Sta-Sof-Fro hair
founded

ution strategy. A strategy that-

to church, please contact the

Deacon Lucious Anderson
and District #6, Deacon John

in Pharmacy. He, along with

and

What does American religion look like in 2001?
Why do people wofship where they , d'o? How important
a role do their beliefs play in the selection of where

Sunday

How

try-

fellow pharmacist Therman

95% Of Americans Believe
Religious Beliefs Or
Spiritual Practices Are
Important In Their Own Life

preparation

worship on Sunday, and

University in 1973 with a B.S.

distributors covering the Unit
ed States, the Caribbean and

Browne.

Church Service.

indelible impression Upon the
health and beauty ,aids indus

at (727) 893-7315.

choir rehearsal on Thursday,
September 20th, at 5:30pm in

If you need transportation

health and beauty industry
after graduating from Mercer

moisturizer

what about the one-in-ten Americans who are secular?

for

itability,” said McBride.
McBride entered into the

MRL manufactures more than

Deaconesses, 7pm; Bible
Study, 7:3048:30pm, Rev.

our nation was focus of

Williams,

September

line that exceeds their expecta
tions in performance and prof

McKenzie, created the leg

Renee Holt encourages all
children and youth to attend

congregants a dance finale
to the tune of, “He Knows
Can

Wednesday,

been able to create a product

Founded by ethnic hair
care icon, Cornell McBride Sr.,

lenges to religion from a materialistic culture and reli
gion’s influence, in turn, on the larger society? And

with last week’s tragedy in

You

hearsal; Mass Choir rehearsal,

ment of ethnic hair care prod

as ultimate professionals. I lis
ten to their feedback and have

Fisher at (727) 894-1734. For
more information about the
IMA, call Elder Martin Rainey

26th - Prayer and Praise led by

Dominique Barber, gave

Much

- Mid-Day Bible Study, 11am;
Children and Youth Choir re

and Rev Dee Graham, IMA
vice president.

To pontact the Ministerial
Association, call Deacon Wil

Andrews.

The terror associated

Brandi

. time of the first attack in New

Your presence and partic-

Worship Service. School be

Gato,

Ironically, the Ministerial
Association was meeting at the

with the Board of Stewards,

Bible Study at 6pm; Vintage
Wednesday at 1 lam, and Mid-

shared their feelings about

tragedy."

York. Deacon Wil Fisher, pres
ident, made plans with board

7:30pm. .
Have a God-filled week!

ATLANTA - In the wake

however, religious leaders

Reverend Taylor is serving
at this local New Testament
church under the leadership of
his father in the ministry, Dr. T.
The 11am worship speaker

McBride Research Lab
Sustains Leadership
In HeaIth Industry

ident. “This is a time ,tp come

Jones, will be present to render
the 11am service.. .

23rd. The Youth Department
will be in charge of Morning

human

together and pray for all those
touched by this American

Christ, ‘Who came that the
world through Him might be
saved”, who is “The light of

and 5th, at 7pm.
Join us on Mondays for

and

suffering today.”

faith during this crisis,” said

9:30am. .
Pastor Williams, along

Welcome to Travelers’
Rest Missionary Baptist
Church, Sunday, September

love

the

complimenting

burg, with Pastor Earnest

world.

divine

Cornell McBride, Sr.

person for personal counsel,

Christ, and to be as Jesus the

invites all members to share in
our Pastor’s Appreciation,
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 4th

now that they are worthy of

Dr. Gustave Victor, IMA pres

want to miss this experience.
Our'Church Schoolbegins at

Sept. 21st at 7pm.
The Board of Stewards

speak with a common spiritual

major general market compa

depend on God who loves >us
and the ability to ■ abide in

associate ministers, on Friday,

with loved ones, open our
hearts to our neighbors and

of minority-owned hair care
companies being acquired by

Oakland, Florida. You don’t

cordially invites you to an
Appreciation Program for our

faith need one another,” Gra
ham said,' “We need to gather

Individuals are encouraged
to turn to their regular cleigy

God at Ham.
. The Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church of St. Peters

tor and the former mayor of

the needs of those affected by

life’s meaning, yet this is jhe
exact time when people of

Bob Abemethy, Executive Editor and Host

PRAYER
HELPS

and

• RCW 10th Annual Tribute to Women, Friday, Sept.
21st, 6-9pm, Enoch D. Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave. S.,
St. Petersburg.' For info - (727) 893-7134, (727) 5861110 or (727) 981-7267.

J

The Joy of Unselfish Giving
Time is not measured by the years that you live
But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give And each day as it comes brings a chance to each one
To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone
That would brighten the life or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life's Road So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as wc live we unselfishly give.

'Helen Steiner Rice

• 20th Anniversary Celebration of Enoch Davis
Center, Friday, Sept. 21st-Sunday, September 23rd.
For info - 893-7134. :

• Job Fair, Thursday; Sept. 20th, l-4pm, Holiday Inn
Select, 3535 Ulmerton Rd., Clearwater; For info (727) 538-7370, ext. 364. '

(One Block North of Martin Luther King Blvd.)
4013 N. 34th Street • Tampa, Florida 33610

• LINKS Walk-A-ThOn and Health Fair, Saturday,
Sept. 22nd, Lake Vista Park, 1401 62nd Ave. S„ St.
Pete, 8am-l2noon. 8am Registration.

James & Ada Johnson, Owners

• POC Meeting, Tues., Sept. 25th, 7:30pm, SPJC
Administration Bldg., 8580 66th St. N., Pinellas Park.
For info - 327-8690:

813-231-4418
—uAfoW Se/iVing SEuack &

• Senior Citizen Showcase Tea and Fashion Show,
Sunday, Sept. 23rd, 4-7pm, St. Pete Masonic Hall,
3130 18th Ave. S., St. Pete

Ln nc zt—

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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‘-Respects / ©foitua/ties
and Roylanda Odom, NC;
four sisters; three stepbroth

St. Pete
Final Rites
L_
T

ers; one stepsister; two un
cles and two aunts; and sev
eral great uncles, great

nieces, one nephew, three
grandnieces,
one
grand
nephew, other relatives and
very close friends. Young’s
Funeral Home, Clearwater.

aunts, cousins, a devoted
friend, Melody Braswell, St.
Petersburg,
friends
and
neighbors in and out of
state.
McRae
Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

J.,

BARTON, MARJORIE
78, died' August 28th,

2001. Survivors include one
son, Nathaniel Cameron;
three grandsdns; one great
granddaughter;
numerous,
cousins, other relatives and
friends. Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville.

host of other relatives and
friends.

Chestnut

Funeral

Home, Gainesville.

Ocala
Final Rites

And he shall send his
angels with a great
sound of a trumpet, and
they
shall
gather
together his elect front
the four winds, from
one end of heaven to
the other.

three sisters; seven grand
children; five great-grand
children; and several in
laws, nieces, nephews, other
relatives and friends. Smith

ODEN, CORA PARKS,
73, died August 28th, 2001.
Survivors include her hus
band, Nathaniel Oden; one

Funeral Home, St. Peters
burg.

DIXON, JANIS LAFAY,
42, died August 26th, 2001.

dosta; 11 grandchildren;
seven great-grandchildren;
and
several
nephews,
nieces, cousins and sorrow
ing friends. McRae Funeral

Survivors include two chil
dren, Avery A. Chisholm and

Survivors include his father,

other relatives and many
friends. Young’s
Funeral

Sr.; his grandparents, sisters,
brothers, and a host of other
relatives , and
friends.

nieces,, nephews,
uncles,
aunts, cousins and friends.

Chestnut

Home, Ocala.

Home, Clearwater.

Gainesville
Final Rites

Funeral

Home,

godsisters; six nieces, seven
nephews, and a host of aunts,
uncles, cousins and friends.
Young’s
Funeral
Home,

Denise Hazley, Tallahassee;

Clearwater.

companion

gifts, your beautiful flowers and your
sincere participation in our hour of grief
and time of sorrow.
Your continued support of The Weekly
Challenger is sincerely appreciated.

The Johnson family
0

and a host of

Cunningham’s

C]aHeeia Of Oasliets
.Affordable Caskets Make Affordable Funerals.

Funeral

40%-60%
OFF
Funeral Price

2001. Survivors include hiS

(352)732-8355
2201 SW College Rd. Suite 13 • Ocala

wife, Mary Felix; one son,

aunts and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins, other, rela

CUNNINGHAM'S

(Summers CFuner#/ cFoms

Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

tives and friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.
RAYFORD,
ROSA
MARIE GOODE, 57, died
August 31st, 2001. Survivors
include het husband, Roy Lee
Rayford; daughter, Theresa
Clack; three grandchildren;
two brothers; three sisters; 19
nieces and nephews; and a

SMITH, died
7th,
.2001.

Survivors include two sisters,
Gladys/Smith Hardy and
Addie Pearl White; several

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 ,..................................Lillie T- Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St............... ..

.Alvis Summers, L.F.D.

Ocala, Florida 34475 ..................................Notary Public

TV*1™*!

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

YgmaCry and ServfaC

"Do you really think that your family
knows your feelings about your funeral?!

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue ..............'............ .(352) 372-2537
P.O.Box592 ............ ...'...................... .<...... .(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 ........ ............... ....... Fax: (352) 377-5678

One of the most uncomfortable
feelings is that of talking about your

Licensed Funeral
Directors

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

sonville; his mother, Daisy
L. Harris, St. Petersburg; his
grandmother, Luader Smith,

your prayers.
We thank you for condolences and

brothers; eight uncles; eleven

JEFFERSON, MATLYN

ODOM, MICHAEL L„
SR., 43, died September 12,
2001. Survivors include his
father, T.J. Johnson, Jack

Petersburg commu
nity for the outpouring of love and for

FELIX, CALVIN TIMO
THY, 41, died August 27th,

daughters; two grandchildren;
his mother and two grand
mothers; three sisters; , four

mother, Paralie Dixon; two

tersburg.

J thanks to the St.

Matthew 24:29-31

Kevin O. Felix; one daughter,
Rachael Z. Felix; three step

Ashley T. Chisholm; her
mother, Margarette L. Harris;
father and stepmother, Arthur
L. and Nettie Dixon; four sis
ters; one brother; her grand

HAZLEY, LOIS M., 70,
died September 9, 2001.
Survivors
include
two
daughters, Sharon (Stephen)
Johnson, Atlanta,, GA; and

nephews, nieces, sorrowing
relatives and friends. Mc
Rae Funeral Home, St. Pe

son, Jr., wishes to
express our heartfelt

Gainesville,

Fleming, St. Petersburg; one
sister, Lucinda Brown, Val

DEVELMA
September

STEWART, FOORY, 64.
died August 7th, 2001.
Kiser Stewart; two brothers;
seven sisters; a very special

ing, Jr., St. Petersburg; one
brother, James (Marjorie)

two sons, Clarence (Marie)
Hazley and Michael (Tina)
Hazley, all of Atlanta, GA;
two sisters; 11 grandchil
dren; two great-grandchil
dren; and several in-laws, '

26th, 2001. Survivors include
his wife, Terri A. Jacobs;
daughter,
Kayla
Jacobs;
mother, Josie Mae Ross;
father, Willie James Jacobs

Final Rites

Home, St. Petersburg.

JACOBS,
WILLIE
JAMES, JR., 25, died August

grandson; two stepsons; two
stepdaughters; one sister; and
a host of nieces, nephews;

FLEMING, GEORGE,
SR., 73, died recently. Sur

both of St. Petersburg; one
son, George (Jackie) Flem

The family of the
late Cleveland John

And then shall appear
the sign of the Son of
man in heaven:
and
then shall all the tribes
of the earth mourn, and
they shall see the Son
of man coming in the
clouds of heaven with
power and great glory.

(Daisy) Williams, Jr., and
James Williams, all of St.
Petersburg; three brothers;

Clearwater

What shall be the sign?
Immediately after the
tribulation of those
days shall the sun be
darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light,
and the stars shall fall
from heaven, and the
powers of the heavens
shall be shaken:'

Survivors include his wife,
Bernice Williams, St. Pe
tersburg; two sons, Arthur

ters, Bernice (Leroy) Bent
ley and Angelita Fleming,

Fftanficybu

Mark 13:4

WILLIAMS, ARTHUR
F., 63, died August 30,200,1.

vivors include two daugh

WORD of GOD

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

own funeral. Think about it - if you

St. Petersburg; two sons,
Michael L. Odom, Jr., Moss
Point, MS, and Christopher
Odom, St. Petersburg; two

don't talk about it now, your family
will have to guess about how you

0

wanted your remains handled. Isn't it

daughters, Lakesha Odom,
Jackson, MS State College,

good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead of time and

Dwayne E. Matt

'Immaculate Matt

with a monthly payment plan that best

Young's
Funeral
Home

meets your budget?

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
QWf) 328-0466
Call Us

A Full Service Firm

1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

McRae Funeral Home

1005 Howard Street

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Clearwater, FL

(727) 895-6005

442-2388

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul’s Highest Calling”

DON'T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.
Call: Pfince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt,

BI

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved One
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705
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Graduation For Business Training Program Held Golf
ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersbuig Employment and
Economic Development Cor
poration

(SEEDCO)

and

Ambassador Business Solu

teria, market research, finan
cial documents, financing a

tions (ABS) announce two

new venture and participants
conducted a feasibility study

graduation classes for Fast

on their business idea.

Trac, a set of comprehensive

In The
Good
Old
Days—

opportunity. The course cov
ered personal and business cri

Entrepreneurs who are

SARASOTA - Ever)'
golfer probably wonders how

entrepreneurial education pro
grams that provide entrepre

recent

neurs with business insights,
leadership skills and profes

program has made a difference

early players dealt with the
challenge of golf and how it

in the way they view and work

felt playing with equipment

sional networking connections

on their businesses.

so that participants are pre

For
example,
Errol 1
Williams of Don’t Choke

available in earlier times. Now
the St. Andrews Challenge
offers golfers a chance to per

pared to create a new business

FastTrac

graduates

claim the business-training

or expand an existing enter
prise. Session I graduated in

Sports, Inc., who was enrolled

May 2001 and Session II grad

“The class was very instru

uated in August 2001.

mental in promoting thinking

Two classes were offered:
FastTrac Planning and Fast-

and has given me a higher
level of insight and informa

somes are left.

Trac New Ventures. FastTrac
Planning was created to help

tion, knowledge and answers
to questions. It involved strate

lenged to enter a two-day com
petition and celebration of

transform smaller companies
into high-performance enter

gy practices, methods and
approach. It uncovered princi

classic golf to be held at World
Golf Village in SL Augustine,

prises.

ples and big picture break

FL on Sunday and Monday,
Sept. 23 and 24.

During the interactive 11-

sonally experience the game
the way it was played at the

in FastTrac Planning, stated

turn of the century. But hurry,
just six openings for four
Amateur golfers are chal

throughs!”

session program, participants
developed a better understand

Tonja Riley, who took

Players use fine handmade

FastTrac New Venture, adds,

Scottish hickory-shaft clubs

ing of the business planning

“The course was very reward

process and analyzed the

ing. You team so much in the

faithfully recreated from the
“golden age of golf’ circa

strengths and weaknesses of
their own businesses. They

nine weeks. I would recom

1910. Players also use old style

mend this class to anyone who

sand tees and are dressed in

also wrote business plans and
learned how to address com

is thinking about starting their
own business and wants to

period golf clothing.
The Challenge is open to

petition, as well as learned the
legal aspects of running a busi

stay in business for the long

all amateur players, men and
women. Included are a wel

ness.
Subjects such as market
ing; operations, customer rela
tions, financial management,
and exit strategies were also
covered.
FastTrac New Ventures is
a program designed for aspir
ing entrepreneurs or entrepre

term. It gives you a chance to
not only leam invaluable infor

coming cocktail reception at

also from the other future busi

World Golf Hall of Fame, a
putting contest, a Smillion

ness owners participating in

hole-in-one competition, Scot

the class.”
For more

tish gifts, trophies and the final

mation from the instructor, but

awards banquet Players can
also win all-expense trips to

information

about FastTrac or to enroll in
Session HI, call Ambassador
Business Solutions at (727)
530-0074 or email absconsul-

the 2002 International Cham

helping entrepreneurs deter

tants@aol.com.
Session ID starts on Sep

For more information
about entering, call Antique

mine whether their business

tember 25th and 27th.

Golf Events at (941) 926-3211
and ask for Steve.

neurs interested in expansion.
The 9-sessions focused on

pionships at St. Andrews,
Scotland.

concept is a viable business

September
Proclaimed
Prostate Cancer
Awareness Month

17th Annual Crime Prevention AARPJob
Run And Festival In The Park PIacement Program
ST.PETERSBURG-The
Pinellas

County

Urban

from Campbell Park and finish
back at Campbell Park.

The first 1,000 participants
to register will receive a free

ments and entertainment. This
is a family event that will offer

Black-On-Black

The run route will be

commemorative t-shirt which

something for the entire fami

Crime Prevention Program

secured by volunteer law en
forcement officers from the St.

reinforces the theme of the
event “Run Crime Out of the

enjoyable day with your chil

League’s

will host its 17th Annual

ly, so come out and spend an

CeIebrates Employ
Older Worker Week

TAMPA - Florida Cancer

come for men to take responsi

Crime Prevention Run and

work experience to transition

Festival in tlie Park on Satur

Trophies will be awarded

dren and their friends.
Anyone interested in par

CLEARWATER-Herein

bility for their prostate health

Petersburg Police Department
St. Petersburg Road Patrol vol

Black Community”.

Education Netwoik Launches

Pinellas County, the AARP

Toll Free Number for Informa

and be screened for prostate

day, September 29th.

unteers, Gulfport Police De

to the first, second and third

ticipating in this “fun run” can

Foundation’s “Senior Com

tion and Support. The Florida

into permanent, part-time and
full-time jobs in the private/

cancer.
Some facts about prostate

public sectors.

Cancer Education Network
(FCEN), and the U.S. Confer

, ancer

This event will be held in
Campbell Park, 601 14th
Street S., St. Petersburg (just

partment Pinellas Park Police
Department, Pinellas County
Sheriff’s Department and the

place race finishers in four dif

pre-register at the Urban

munity Service Employment

ferent categories.
- A festival in Campbell

League headquarters, 333 31st

Program (SCSEP)”, a work

Once enrolled, qualified

Street N., St. Petersburg.

clients receive a temporary
community service organiza
tion along with job search

ence of Mayors, has pro

• Prostate cancer is the

south of Tropicana Field).

Florida Highway Patrol and

For additional information,

claimed “September - Prostate

number one (non-skin) cancer

Registration for the 3.5-mile

will pass through three of St.

Park will begin immediately
following the run and will

training program for 55+
workers, will be celebrating

contact Derrick Smith at (727)

“National Employ the Older

Cancer Awareness Month”.

diagnosed in Florida. It strikes

Petersbuig’s south side com

include free food, refresh-

327-2081.

FCEN urges Floridians to take

1 man in every 6.
• According to the Ameri
can Cancer Society 15,000

run starts promptly at 9am.
The run will begin at 10am

Worker Week” scheduled Sep
tember 24th to 28th.

this opportunity to live a
longer, happier life by becom
ing more informed about
prostate cancer, methods of

Floridian men will be diag

early detection and informa

2,400 men will die from it in

tion, should cancer be diag

2001.
• That translates to this

nosed with prostate cancer and

AKAs To Administer ACT
Test
' ST.PETERSBURG-The

nosed.
As a part of Prostate Can

chilling fact: Eveiy day 41

cer Awareness Month, FCEN

men will be diagnosed with

has launched a toll free tele

prostate cancer in Florida and

phone number within the state
of Florida to help provide

7 men will die from it.
• African-American men

pare 100 African-American

information to those con

lege Test (ACT). The tests will

cerned about prostate cancer,

and those with a family histoiy
of prostate cancer have a 50%

as well as offer support to

greater risk of getting the dis

newly diagnosed prostate can
cer survivors. FCEN’s toll free

ease.
FCEN is the only state

number is 1-866-FLA-PCEN

wide non-profit organization

(1-866-352-3236). The toll

that focuses exclusively on
prostate cancer. The mission of

free line is open during busi
ness hours and is answered by
FCEN staff persons.
FCEN encourages all men to

FCEN is to prevent premature
deaths in Florida caused by
men’s cancer.

This is done

munities.

Zeta Upsilon Omega Chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori
ty (AKA), Inc. and the Kaplan
Education Centers plan to pre

ter the test.
The test will be given to
students in grades 9-12 on Sat
urday, Sept. 29th at Eckerd
College in the Science Audito
rium, 4200 54th Ave. South,
from 7:30am - 12noon. It is

the year 2000 we placed 86

into permanent jobs in busi
ness and industry.

• manent unsubsidized jobs here
in Pinellas County. That’s

Area companies that have
hired 55+ workers from the

two sharpened No. 2 pencils
and a self-addiessed stamped

The deadline for the com
pleted ACT application is Sept.

more than four times the goal
set by the Department of

program for permanent jobs
include: Enterprise Rentals,

26th, 2001. We will accept .the

Labor,” says Project Director,

FACS Group, Florida Power,

envelope for the return of your

first 100 applications on a first

Kay Reitz.

Hilton Hotel, Lubby’s, Nielsen

come first serve basis. If there

“Mature workers are val
ued in the workplace,” Reitz

Media Research, J C Penney,
St Petersburg Times, Technifax, WalMart and Winn-Dixie.

Students will need to bring

test results. Students will be
allowed to use personal calcu
lators on the math portion of
the test We will try to simulate

tact Mrs. Jones at 898-2340.

be provided and scored by

anticipated that the test will
identify strengths and/or weak

the atmosphere of an actual

Please mail your applica

Kaplan of St. Petersburg.

nesses in the various subject

ACT testing session. A break

Members of the Zeta Upsilon

areas (English, Reading, Sci

with refreshments will be pro

Omega Chapter will adminis-

ence, and Mathematics).

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY SUPPORTING
QUR RDUERTISERS

vided.

for their traits of company loy

tions to: Mrs. Pamela R. Jones,

alty and retention.”

estimated 18 percent. The

2222 llth Street South, St

Funded by the U.S. Dept.
of Labor, and administered by

expected to grow by an aston

the AARP Foundation, the

ishing 85 percent during that

program helps qualified partic
ipants gain the skills and paid

same period.

Petersbuig, FL 33705-2906.

THERE IS ONLY ONE
RACE IN THIS WORLD
- THE HUMAN RACE!

discuss prostate cancer screen
ings with their physician.
Since prostate cancer is a silent

access to state-of-the-art treat

Effective September

killer with few or no symp
toms, early detection is the

ment, promotion of research

Keith Brady, M.D.

only insurance to living a
longer life.
“While women are well

and information on support
programs.
Florida Cancer Education

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Pevlon — T.C.B. - Bantu

Network is located at 6105
Memorial Highway, Suite M,

and early detection, the same
cannot be said for men and

Tampa, FL 33615, (813). 806-

Hires Hairstyling

2800, 1-866-FLA-FCEN (toll

3427 - lltk Avenue Nortk

prostate cancer,” said Susan

free) (813) 806-4662 (fax),

Bruno, executive director and

www.florida-cancer.oig.

St. Petersbur g, FL 33713 .
.Telepkone: 323-8649

number of workers 55+ is

1, 2001

Internal Medicine

Donald R. Collins

Design Essentials — Menders

educated about breast cancer

CEO of FCEN. “The time has

continues, “not only for their
skills and experience, but also

During toe next 25 years,
toe labor force will grow by an

through education and advoca
cy of early detection methods,

assistance and work skills
training. Then, they transition

percent of our enrollees in per-

are further questions regarding
this practice test, you may con

students for the American Col

‘We’re veiy proud that in

assignment with a non-profit

Financial Advisor

Is pleased to announce the relocation
of his office to
1099 5th Ave. N„ Ste. 220

American Express
Financial Advisors inc.

(1 block East of St. Anthony Hospital)

(727) 820-7900
Dr. Brady will continue on the same insurance plans.
For more information call (727) 824-7124

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
HEAL THE HURT - DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL
HEALTH is looking .for a THERAPIST to work with severe
mentally ill adults with multiple needs in a Day Treatment group
setting. Masters Degree in Counseling or Social Work Required.
Exp. working in the mental health field. A SCHOOL BASED
PROGRAM SUPERVISOR: responsible position providing
leadership for treatment programs serving children and adoles
cents. Requires Masters Degree in Social Work, Counseling or
other Human Services field + FL State License.
Forward resume or apply at: Directions for Mental Health, Inc.,
1437 S. Belcher Rd., Clwtr:, FL 33764; Fax (727) 524-4474;

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENT S
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

American Stroke
Association
A Division of American
Heart Association

727-823-5145

Time Marches On
For people over age 55, the incidence of
stroke more than doubles in each
successive decade.

email Recruiting@Directionsmh.org
EOE/M/F/ADA/DFW.
DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH is looking for
FRONT DESK SUPPORT. General clerical position requiring
excellent customer service, front desk and data entry skills.
Some evening hours required. Must be detail oriented, self
starter and work well under pressure. Proficient in Word and
Spreadsheets. Work- directly with clients in person and by phone.
$8.00hr. base. REIMBURSEMENT SUPERVISOR: requires in
depth knowledge of Medicaid regulations and a proven ability to
work well under pressure. Application must include a cover let
ter and salary history. Starting salary for this position is $27,500.
Forward resume or apply at: Directions for Mental Health, Inc.,
1437 S. Belcher Rd., Clwtr., FL 33764; Fax (727) 524-4474;

iMtMMK
Stroke Warning Signs:

Grawn

L.

• Sudden numbness or weakness in
the face, ami, or leg, especially on
one side of the body.

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

• Sudden confusion or trouble
speaking or understanding.
• Sudden trouble seeing in one or
both eyes.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

• Sudden trouble walking, dizziness,
loss of balance or coordination.

Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms

Caring for Pinellas

CALL

HeartStroke

Last year there were 17,676 children in Florida

1977

CALL

(813) 896-2922

terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

THE RENOWNED MAN
OF GOD
REV. G.
In my work, there are no
tricks, no gimmicks, and no

The Boy Scouts of Amer
ica were incorporated by
William Boyce in 1910, after
a young British Scout led
him through dense London
fog and refused a tip for his
good deed.

stamped envelope to: Rev.
G., P.O. Box 526 Lorida,
Florida 33857. Receive a
Blessed
Money
Piece-:
Guaranteed to work! Phone
863-314-3999. “I will help

■

(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

age from newborns to teens.
They live In communities of every size and come
from all types of backgrounds, Often, they can live
with relatives. When that is not possible, the chi l
dren move in with a foster family,
Foster homes provide children a temporary;
safe place to live unti l the chi ldren can be reunited
with their families, or, when that is not possible, be

• Affordable rents based on 80% of your income
• Convenient to bus routes, schools and playgrounds
Applications are being taken on

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 21,2001, 10am-8pm and
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 22nd, 2001, 10am-4pm

at
2240 9th Avenue South
.^St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

1=r

'■swbsp.

727-893-1997
Equal Housing Opportunity

"FENCES R US" |
Discount Prices

HAUNTED
BY BAD
CREDIT?

PVC • Vinyl Fences
Specia ist
WOOcJ • Etc.

Have you been
turned down for a
Loan, Credit Card,
Auto, etc.?

WE ARE HERE
TO HELP!
GUARANTEED
RESULTS
727 449-8255

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM
MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS GOOD
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BE
PERSONABLE. COMMISSION ONLY.
PLEASE FAX RESUME TO
(727) 321-3025

you, because I am the truth.”

NEWSPAPER CARRIERS NEE

parent or caregiver in their family has abused or
five at home. Children needing foster care range in

>

Hands-on care of the

lies. Just results! “A Mind
Love Candle and Image” or
“The
Prosperity
Money
Fish” write or call me. Send
$25.00 love offering and
include
a
self-addressed

neglected them, and h is no longer safe for them to

■

A Unique Profession!!

who have had to move away from their own homes
Into foster care, TyptcaHy they move because a

Landex Management
is accepting applications for its
newly renovated Apartment Homes

NO WAITING

PHONE (727) 459-4099

RNs, LPNs

For more information, call
1-888-4-STROKE or visit
StrokeAssociation.org

Become A Foster Parent*

County, Florida since

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(727) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

Could Be
Here
Working
For You!

The New Jordan Park

email Recruiting@Directionsmh.org
EOE/M/F/ADA/DFW.

CAR-JACKING

• Sudden severe headache
with no known cause.
HIE

Affordable Apartments
at

main

Become a part of The weekly Challenger staff

Looking
income and earn some
ig for_a
for l ,wa^ to
-- supjDjernent
........— ypur
.
extra $“$$$$? We have just the answer.
We need a few great, self-motivated, dependable individuals.once
weekly (Thursday) to help in our Circulation Department in St.
Petersburg, Bradenton, Sarasota, Lakeland and Winter Haven
areas Carriers needed to help distribute The Weekly Challenger
for home and business delivery as well as building your own route.
SUDer way to generate your cash flow and to help The Weekly
Challenger increase its readership throughout the community at
large.
Interested? Call us immediately at (727) 896-2922 MondayWednesday, 9am-5pm, to find out morel!

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website
FREE
727 540 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Court Program Specialist I - Responsible for con
ducting educational sessions for juveniles accused of
legal offenses, monitoring progress through court
diversion program, supervising evening mediation
hearings. Req. BA with emphasis in criminal justice or
behav. sci. and exper., working with juveniles. Salary
$1,045 bwkly + bnfts. Position located in St.
Petersburg.

Court Applications ONLY by September 28.
Available at:
Clearwater Courthouse, 315 Court St., Rm. 436, Clwr.
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd fir., Hwing (Fiscal), Clwr.
501 Building, 501 1st Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt. Dispute),
St. Pete
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
http://www.jud6.org/jobs
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a dis
ability requiring a special accommodation to partic
ipate in the application process should call 727-4533308.

NEWS DEADLINE 4PM MONDAY

placed pemnaneotly with another family. While
some children are in foster care for days or weeks,

March 21 to April 19

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

If You Think You Have

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

A Good Story or Article

...I../....:.. When the solar eclipse high
lights a current project, some minor adjust
ments could save you valuable time. A
work-related dream or hunch could prove
prophetic, turning you in the right direc
tion—^toward success!

An important friendship could
reach a turning point under this week’s
eclipse. If you decide to call it quits,
never fear—others who have waited in
the wings will be more than happy to keep
you company.

(727) 896 - 2922
•Photography & Journalism

Whe Jffieekltj (Ujallcngrr

• Special Events

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

CA$H 3
409 823 905
708
402 225 109
toto

1 -5 2-4 3-8
\\)N,4s' 4-5 1-3 6-8

From out of nowhere, opportufhity could knock on your door while Mars
.energizes Pisces, bringing unexpected
chances for wealth and achievement. A
new job or fitness regimen could bring you
closer to a lonq-cherished goal.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

i April 20 to May 20

The Weekly Challenger

• Advertising

September 23 to October 22

Sfl Taurus

An Affiliate of

- Please Send It To

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
1-10-21
30-43-52

Libra

Aries

others are in foster care for years.

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly

With magnificent Jupiter light
ing up your chart’s fun zone* you could
begin to feel like a schoolgirl again—ultra
romantic and full of optimistic zeal. During
this magical transit, dust off your childhood'
dreams and see if they still fit!

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

While fortunate stars shine,
you’ll garner rave reviews at work, and
your mate could start seeing you in a
whole new, positive light. A lucky lottery
ticket or contest entry could put you in the
winner’s circle.

Cancer

Under the solar eclipse in your
home zone, you could focus on repairs to
your home base or positive changes in
your living arrangements. Any alterations
you make now—from changing curtains
to addresses—will be for the better.

V* Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

June 22 to July 22

The new moon-solar eclipse
will raise you to a new level of spiritual
awareness and emotional satisfaction,
helping you appreciate life to the absolute
fullest. Love is yours for the asking now—
wear your favorite color and go for it!

Leo

With work-minded Saturn urging you to gain a more competitive edge,
updating your professional image or work
environment could top your “to-do” list. A
new book or computer program could satisfy your craving for intellectual stimulation.

3p| Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

July 23 to August 22
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State

Zip Code

When the Sun-Jupiter con
junction eases your mind about a finan
cial concern on the 23rd, celebrate the
news with your family—but continue sav
ing for the future. Make time for a roman
tic evening with your mate after the 26th.

OfelI August
Virgo
23 to September 22

Is this a renewal?____If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to:

—_---- r While Mercury and Jupiter in
your marriage zone are surrounding you
i with love, romance and partnership could
claim center stage. You’re emerging from
a self-imposed exile of sorts, enjoying time
spent with others more than ever before.
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» .»*-> A powerful planetary emphasis
on your money sector promises you’ll dis
cover new ways to reorganize and im
prove your financial outlook. Meanwhile,
Neptune’s fantastic presence in your sign
is bringing in romance and excitement!

4*

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

With the Sun, Mercury, Jupiter
and the new moon eclipse in your sign,
unforgettable events could unfold this
week. The trick to making your dreams
come true? Live fully in the present. . .
while planning for the future.
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